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Rewrites and Revisions 
Issue # 17 

September/October, 2003 

Featuring an Interview  
with  

Wen Spencer 
2003 John W. Campbell Winner for best new writer! 

 

Hello again!  Welcome to the seventeenth issue of Holly Lisle's 

Vision: A Resource for Writers.  This has turned out to be the 

issue that almost didn't make it.  The number of disasters 

and changes that piled up between the last issue and this one defies 

the odds of chance. 

But here we are -- revising and rewriting in life as we do in fiction.  I 

use the chances given to me by rewrites to fill in the gaps, add in the 

details, as well as fix the plot problems.  Many others write far more 

complete first drafts, and edit only for style and grammar. 

However you approach the art of revision, always remember that there 

is no reason to fear or dislike it.  It is just as much a part of a writer's 

life as the first draft. 

There are, as usual, great articles in this issue, with not only help on 

our theme but also other aspects of writing.  I hope you enjoy it! 

We have only one more theme issue in the works: 

http://www.lazette.net/Vision/Issue17/interview.htm
http://www.lazette.net/Vision/Issue17/interview.htm
http://www.lazette.net/Vision/Issue17/interview.htm
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* November/December -- Submissions and Rejections (Deadline, 

October 1, 2003) 

    

We have a tentative theme schedule for 2004! 

January/February -- Favorite Genres  

March/April -- Writing Novels  

May/June -- Writing Shorter Fiction  

July/August -- The Fine Points of Critiquing  

September/October -- Essentials of Marketing  

November/December -- Toys for Writers 

These are not entirely 'set' as of yet, so watch the next issue for 

more information and details on what each theme will include.  But 

also remember that we are always looking for writing-related 

articles of any type! 

(Check out our Guidelines for more information -- and remember 

that we're always looking for articles that are writing related in 

anyway. The themes are only part of each issue!) 

http://www.lazette.net/Vision/guidelines.htm
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From Holly 

By Holly Lisle 

©2003, Holly Lisle 

T
he last two months have been surreal.  Uproar in the 

community, plagiarized articles on the 'Net, moving the 

community to its own site and stepping down as 

administrator due to lack of time to give it the attention it requires, 

and selling, after ten years of working on it, the big secret project that 

has been my busman's holiday and off-time recreation and little bit of 

hope even when things were bad -- the book that was code-named PR, 

and actually named Phoebe Rain after its main character, and that 

went out the door at last with the title Midnight Rain thanks to Sheila 

Kelly (SL Viehl) who came up with the title.  It sold with a second book 

added to the contract. 

Since we're talking about revision, let me tell you about Midnight 

Rain.  This might just be the most reworked book (that actually ever 

got out the door at all) in the history of literature.  I showed the first 

draft of the first section of the first version to my first agent back in 

1994, after I'd already been working on it for about a year.  He loved 

it, but had suggestions -- it was too much horror, not enough ... 
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something else.  I rewrote.  He thought the second version showed 

promise, but hated one of the two main characters for very valid 

reasons.  I rewrote.  He liked my concepts for the third version a lot. 

  The first couple of chapters gave him goose bumps.  But I was 

swamped with contracted work, and we both agreed that this was a 

book that I'd have to do on spec (writing out the entire manuscript in 

advance of submitting any of it, because it was mainstream and I'd 

never sold mainstream.)  Years passed, with me doing a few pages 

here and there as I could find time, and shelving it entirely for long 

stretches until I couldn't resist working on it some more. 

In that time, I hit some very, very grim financial times, ran out of 

contracts, couldn't sell ice in the Sahara, and finished up my last 

contracted novel with nothing new in the pot to work on, no new 

money coming in, and bills that were steady as ever.  I was in the 

process of changing agents.  I was looking at regular jobs, too, and 

trying to decide if I was even going to be able to remain a writer -- 

full-time or otherwise.  Dark days, those.  I sent my new agent the 

few proposals I had on backlog, and, in one final leap of faith, sat 

down to finish Midnight Rain.  Wrote the whole book.  Revised it 

brutally in one pass.  Sent it to my new agent right after she sold 

Talyn and The Enormous Book To Be Named Later to Tor. 
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I got a call from her halfway through the book, and she was thrilled.  

By the time she'd finished it, she wasn't as sure -- in the second half, 

I'd drifted a bit from the initial feel of the novel.  But she wanted to 

send it out anyway, with the understanding that we were testing the 

water and that I was open to revising the book.  I got turn-downs.  

But one of the turn-downs (from a hardcover house) called her up a 

week later telling her that he couldn't get the characters out of his 

mind, and though he wasn't sure if the book could work for him, he 

wanted to keep his hat in the ring.  Another editor (paperback division 

of the same conglomerate) came and got the manuscript from him, 

read it, wanted it.  The two editors each wrote comments (a couple 

pages apiece, typed, single-spaced) on the manuscript -- what worked 

for them as well as what didn't.  They weren't asking for a rewrite of 

the existing novel yet.  They wanted, instead, a proposal that show 

how I would rewrite the novel to answer their questions.  I wrote the 

proposal.  Both editors liked it and the editor from the paperback 

division sent it upstairs.  The department head bounced it.  My would-

be editor still wanted it, and asked me to revise the proposal.  I 

revised.  Sent it to her, she ran it past another editor (who worked in 

mystery, because it has a mystery/suspense component to it) who saw 
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a few loose ends and a couple of possibly big problems.  I revised 

again. 

A long pause ensued, in which I managed to convince myself that 

there was no way this was going anywhere.  And then it sold. 

If I could not have made the book better when I revised it, I would not 

have revised it.  If I could not have seen a way to work the editors' 

and agent's suggested changes into the novel without breaking my 

own vision of the book and what it could be, I would not have revised 

it.  At every step of this long and sometimes unnerving process, I 

asked myself how I could keep the spirit of the book intact while 

making the story changes that would make it stronger and better.  I 

would recommend that as the best way to handle requested revisions.  

Find ways to make every necessary change your own.  Find ways to 

love the new as much as you loved the old. 

Revision is an essential, inescapable part of the job.  Sometimes, as 

here, it is the one skill you have to master to even get the job. 

Write well.  Revise intelligently. 

And never, never, never give up on your dreams. 

Holly Lisle 
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Hello! 

I
By Lazette Gifford 

©2003, Lazette Gifford 

 

 

 didn't expect to be here... 

As of this month I am not only the managing editor of Vision, 

but also the site administrator for Forward Motion 

(http://www.fmwriters.com).  Both still remain under Holly Lisle's 

control and rules, but I do the day-to-day decisions and maintenance.  

Holly has spent five years putting daily work into the site, and with a 

number of new book contracts lining up (yay!), as well as a son about 

to hit true home schooling age, she needs more time for other things. 

So, here I am... putting together Vision, trying to fix some pages at 

Forward Motion -- we have our own new url! -- and sorting out various 

login problems and posting abnormalities that come with such a large 

site. 

http://www.fmwriters.com/
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Oh... and writing.  No matter what else happens, I never forget what it 

is that brought me both Forward Motion and Vision.  Writing has been 

the touchstone of my life for too many years to let it just slip now. 

Sometimes, in the daily crunch of time and energy sapping jobs, it's 

easy for people to forget their dreams and obsessions.  I don't always 

write as much or as often as I want to lately, but once everything 

settles, I have every faith that I'll be back to 'normal.' 

So good luck to all of you with your own writing, and remember to 

enjoy it. 
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Workshop:  

Rewriting the Beast 

by Lazette Gifford 

©2003, Lazette Gifford  

  

R
ewriting is one of the things that many new writers seem to 

fear almost as much as the dreaded idea of submitting 

work.  There's nothing to fear or get upset about when you 

look at revision.  No one writes a perfect first draft, but the people who 

sell stories learn how to find their weaknesses and improve their 

work.   

I know people who go along and edit every line as they work, but all of 

them have had to go back and do an edit/rewrite at the end.  It's the 

nature of the work.  Writers cannot get the story perfect (or as close 

as any written material will ever be) until we can look at the whole. 

There are many ways that people approach rewrite and revision.  In 

Holly's workshop titled One Pass Manuscript Revision 
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(http://www.sscdc.net/hlvision/Issue9/Workshop.htm), she gives an 

example of how she approaches the work. 

I have an entirely different way of doing rewrites that takes several 

steps of varying complexity.  You may find yet another way to do this 

necessary, and sometimes annoying, job.  Don't fight it.  Rewrites are 

a part of the profession, just as submitting stories is another part.  

Attitude is an important, and often neglected, part of rewrites.  Stop 

looking at this work with dread.  Revision is a great opportunity to 

bring the story closer to what you see in your mind but haven't quite 

gotten down in words yet.  A little tweak here, a longer passage 

there... it can pay off in the end.  This is your chance to make it 

compelling to others.  

Even if this entire system of rewrites doesn't work for you, pieces of it 

might. 

Step 1 -- Put the story aside and work on something else 

This is a very important first step.  Put distance between yourself and 

your material.  Write other stories, poetry -- even worldbuilding on a 

completely unrelated story.   

http://www.sscdc.net/hlvision/Issue9/Workshop.htm
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This does two important things: it divorces your mind from the 

material and allows you to look at it without any preconceived ideas of 

what is there.  Your mind, as a writer, will tend to see things you 

meant to write, or make leaps you know are part of the story but that 

are not apparent in the written word. 

Second, this gets you into the habit of writing more material.  No 

writer can make a career on one short story or novel.  If you want to 

take up the challenges of publishing, you must have a good amount of 

material to work with. Get into the habit of moving on to something 

new. 

How long should you wait?  It depends on how long it takes you to get 

the story out of your head.  If you are prolific, this won't take long.  A 

couple short stories will get a novel out of your brain.  If you do not 

write a lot, it might take working through the worldbuilding of a new 

novel to get enough of the old one out of that space.  Give yourself 

time.  There is no reason to rush through this work.  

Step 2 -- Look at the big problems first 

Okay, so you now pull up your story and need to start the work.  But 

where should you start?  This is the biggest step for me and the most 
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work.  I read through the story or novel and make notes on big glaring 

plot problems.  I'll also fix some obvious spelling errors and little 

problems like that, but this is not a line edit -- that comes next.  This 

is an expedition in search of places where I sent my characters some 

place but forgot to explain why.  Or where the reason why now looks 

lame.  I note these problems rather than fix them right away because 

there is a chance that I'll find related problems in other scenes.  Once 

I've done this read-through and note taking I can sort the problems 

out, and often fix an entire group of them with little work.  This is 

better than trying to fix them as I read, since often I find that by the 

end I've defined the problem better and  have to go back and re-fix 

the early stuff again. 

I generally use note cards to write down problems.  Then I can group 

them.  No matter how you take note, always keep track of the page 

number and other markers from the manuscript.  The page number 

can change, so I use Microsoft Word's bookmarking system and give 

names like 'error1' with a like name on the note card.  This makes it 

very easy to find the place again when I want to make the 

corrections.   
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By waiting to make the correction, I have a common and consistent 

answer to some of the problems.  Once you've gone in and fixed 

something, try to search out related words where the changed scene 

might be referred to as well.  For instance, if you take out a space 

shuttle scene, run a word search not only for shuttle, but also for fly.  

This is easier in short stories than in novels, but it's still helpful in 

both.  

This is also the time to add in subplots.  If you're like me, and write a 

linear single point of view first draft, then this is a good time to go 

back through and look at places to add in depth (not to mention more 

words -- I almost always write short first drafts). 

Subplots must be related to the main story, but you can do some in 

very subtle ways.  If your story is about a general facing a dangerous 

war with little hope of winning, then a subplot might introduce a 

soldier in the army... but another subplot might introduce that 

soldier's wife, away at home, and seeing the war through a completely 

different point of view.  They have a common tie, but the stories that 

revolve around them are going to be completely different in how they 

view the different events. 
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If you are looking for subplots and having a problem coming up with 

them, widen your horizons a little and look beyond the main 

characters to others who will be impacted by the events of your story.  

Some times this can add real depth to a story world.  

Step 3 -- Print and line edit 

Yes, finally.  Print the beast out and work through it line by line 

looking for all those little annoying nitpicks that make lines sound 

clunky.  This is where you make the prose sing and the story fly.  You 

probably have a good many wonderful lines in your first draft.  Those 

are the ones that are a gift of your muse.  But you are likely also going 

to find bad tenses, run on sentences, and places where even you go 

'huh?' 

I suggest that if you have any grammar issues that you're not sure 

about that you pick up a book on the subject.  I love Grammatically 

Correct by Anne Stilman -- Writer's Digest Books, ISBN 0-89879-776-

4.  This is a fun book to read -- and this from someone who hates 

grammar books.  I finally learned a few things from this one, and I'll 

be reading it again soon to try and pound a few more of the facts in. 
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It's very hard, at this point, to tell a writer what to look for in a line 

edit.  No two stories -- even by the same writer -- are going to have 

the same problems.  But there are a few things to take under 

consideration.  

For instance, I you are writing a pre-industrial age story, don't have 

your character say, "I'll meet you downstairs in five minutes" or "We'll 

meet up in the woods at ten in the morning."  Until the age of wrist 

watches, no one lived by seconds, minutes or hours. 

Try to be consistent in the way you describe someone or something.  

It doesn't have to always be the exact same words, but be aware that 

a thesaurus gives 'like' words -- and that doesn't always mean they 

mean the same things.  Be careful. 

Reading the story aloud will help.  It's difficult, and I don't do this part 

as often as I should.  Keep a small tape recorder and read into it.  If 

you trip over a line, figure out why and change it.  Don't let your love 

of the words stand in the way of making it 'readable' unless there is a 

very good reason. 
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Set yourself a goal in the number of line-edited pages you will do and 

stick to it as best you can.  If you can see an exact date when you'll be 

done with the work, it helps to keep going.  

Step 4 -- Adding In Senses 

Okay, so you think you're done, right? 

Well, this is where I usually do one more thing -- and I do this because 

it covers a very specific problem I have with my stories.  I don't put in 

enough detail of the world around the characters.  I see the details 

when I read it -- the colors of the trees and the sounds of the birds -- 

but I don't often write those things down. 

So I go to the last page and I start putting in colors, sounds, scents, 

tastes, feels -- whatever might work in the scene.  I try to put some 

'sense' on each page. 

Why start at the end?  I do this so that I don't read through the story 

and 'see' things that are in my mind, but not on the paper.  I look at 

each page as a single entity, not part of a larger scene, and this allows 

me to see a picture that needs a few more touches to fill in the details. 
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I could do this earlier, but I leave this until the last run because it's 

actually fun for me. 

Step 5 -- Last Reading 

Okay, one more time: Read through it.  Since you've done a lot of 

editing at this point, you are likely going to find a few spots that need 

cleaned up.  Do any last little fixes.   

Then find your market and if it's a short piece, send it out.  If it's a 

novel, work on the synopsis, cover letter, and all that other wonderful 

material that goes with it.  

That's it!  Some of you can combine these into fewer steps.  Holly does 

a single pass rewrite.  However, I have found that I do better if I 

concentrate on specific problems in each pass. 

One last word on attitude, though.  Rewriting, no matter how you do 

the work, will go far better if you accept it as part of the work all 

writers do.  It will be even better if you can find the joy of fixing the 

story.  The act of rewriting is an important tool and a wonderful gift for 

writers. 

Good luck! 
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Grammatically Correct by Anne Stilman -- Writer's Digest Books,  

ISBN 0-89879-776-4 
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Alien Views:  

An Interview with Wen Spencer 

Interview by  

Lazette Gifford 

©2003, Lazette Gifford  

Between the time we did this Interview and the publication, 

Wen won the John W. Campbell award for best new writer!  

Good work! 

  

W
en Spencer's science fiction books in the Ukiah Oregon 

series (Roc Books: Alien Taste, Tainted Trail, Bitter 

Waters and the upcoming Dog Warrior) have 

introduced readers to both an unusual character and an interesting 

alien subculture grounded in the world as we know it.  Moving through 

plots filled with mysteries -- after all, the main characters are 

detectives -- these books pull the readers into an increasingly complex 

mélange of real world and alien. 
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The success of her first books has brought Wen more contracts, and 

readers can look forward to a stand-alone SF novel, A Brother Price, to 

be published by Roc in 2004.  Her fantasy novel, Tinker, will be 

released by Baen Books in November, 2003.  

Check out her website at http://www.wenspencer.com for more 

information on her books, convention appearances, and more. 

Oh, and do watch out for the mice -- there's no telling who they might 

belong to... 

  

Vision: In your series of books, Alien Taste, Tainted Trail and Bitter 

Waters, you have created a unique character in the form of Ukiah, who 

has lived through some interesting circumstances.   How much of the 

character came to you before the plot of the story?  

Wen: Ukiah originally was a role-playing character for 

a MIB-like game called Stalking The Night Fantastic.  

The MIB organization had found him while on a Bigfoot 

investigation and raised him in a school for 'special' 

children, ala X-Men.  Max was a divorced newspaper 

reporter and Ukiah was his photographer.  In the game, Ukiah was 

http://www.wenspencer.com/
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nothing more than a wolf boy living on his own.  After a few stabs at 

trying to write Ukiah as he had been for the games, I decided to ditch 

all the game trappings and just keep the core personality, what I liked 

so much about him.  

At that point I decided that while I didn't want Ukiah to be living alone 

but I also didn't want him living with Max (which cast Max too much 

into the 'father' role).  Mom Jo was a logical answer to "Who would 

find and raise a wolf boy?"  I had decided that I wanted Max to be 

widowed (more sympathetic to female readers) to keep his life simple.  

To keep Mom Jo from falling into the role of Max's love interest, I 

wanted to give her a partner.  A male partner would have competed 

for Max's position of "father-figure," so Mom Lara came into being.  

Because Ukiah's job is dangerous, I gave Jo and Lara a daughter and 

hints that Ukiah hadn't taken well to being supplanted as baby of the 

family.  While it's never said directly, Ukiah's moms had been 

concerned about the sibling rivalry because of Ukiah's wild nature and 

relived that Max offered a way to get Ukiah off the farm and focused 

on something other than the loss of his mothers' focus.  

I think subtlety makes the characters deeper and make them more 

interesting.  When you explain everything out, you run the risk of 
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making it seem that's the "entire" character, that they have no other 

angles to them.  By hinting at more but not going into it, you create 

"shadows" to make the character appear deeper.      

Vision: The Ukiah Oregon books are unusual, even in the world of SF.  

Can you tell us what inspired you to write them?  

Wen: At the risk of seeming too commercial, I have to admit that I 

decided to write ALIEN TASTE after hearing a near-future SF author 

talk about how much money he was getting in film options.  Previously 

I had written a space opera (which was a learning experience on how 

not to write a novel and how not to revise a novel) and a fantasy (how 

not to write a trilogy.)   

Vision: Do you feel the inclusion of a romance (or romantic) sub-plot 

is something essential to books in other genres?  

Wen: To me, a character isn't real until they are grounded by a host 

of relationships, romantic and non-romantic.  I roll my eyes at the 

typical private investigator's stereotype, where they have a handful of 

acquaintances, but are otherwise loners.  Yes, this makes a series easy 

to write, but I think of such people as not very interesting.   While they 

don't make appearances, Max has a brother and nephews and cousins, 
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Mom Jo has a huge extended family, the moms have a wide circle of 

friends, and Indigo has a large family.       

Vision: Your first books have been SF, and you have a stand-alone sf 

coming out in 2004 titled A Brother Price.  But I see that you have a 

fantasy book coming out soon as well.  Was it difficult to change from 

the sf genre to the fantasy one?  

Wen: Because I tend to think more characters than plot, my writing is 

more about people than if it's SF or Fantasy.  I don't try to limit myself 

because of the genre.  In Ukiah, I deal with the spiritual.  In Tinker, I 

talk about quantum physics.  As in terms of writing, I think Tinker was 

easier to write, only because I have so much fact checking with Ukiah, 

where in Tinker – because it's set thirty years in the future and on 

another world and has magic – I can make so much more up.     

Vision: Is A Brother Price set in a new sf background from the Ukiah 

Oregon stories?  

Wen: Yes.  It's a world totally separate from ours where genetic 

defects skew the population to a ratio of about ten women to every 

man.  I didn't want to do an alternate history.  What I wanted to focus 
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on was the society created by these biological forces, not what such 

constraints would do to our own history.  

Basically, I read several books – and saw a few TV shows – where 

women rule over a utopia that is disrupted when a male influence is 

introduced.  I wanted to show that we're human first, and our sex 

doesn't make us better or worse, that we're equal.  A world run by 

women will be just as screwed up as one run by men because you 

have human nature dealing with limited natural resources.  

Not to say, however, to say that the story is a dry rant 

on sexual issues.  It's much more like Jane Austin mixed 

with Mark Twain, done in a style of a regency romance, 

only stood on its head.  The hero is Jerin, a young man 

about to be sold to his sisters into a marriage of their 

choosing so they can afford a husband for themselves.  (The 'brother's 

price' is basically the money Jerin's sisters will receive from his 

wives.)  His storyline is very focused on the romance as he goes 

through his 'Season' while his love interest, Princess Rennsellaer, 

hunts down smugglers and river pirates in thrilling gunboat battles.   

Vision: Can you tell us about the new fantasy book, Tinker, as well?  
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Wen: Tinker ROCKS.  I'm very excited about this book.  Tinker is 

about a girl genius inventor who lives in futuristic Pittsburgh and runs 

a salvage yard.  Only Pittsburgh is being shoved into an alternate 

dimension with magic and elves.  It has tons of way cool stuff: 

hoverbikes, spells, elves, machine guns, oni.  I had lots of fun writing 

a borderland story where the humans tried to deal with it in a modern 

human way – by sending in the scientists.    

Vision: Did you always want to write science fiction and fantasy?  

Wen: Always.  The desire to be a SF&F writer happened when I was so 

young, I don't remember the start.   In fourth grade, I wrote this play 

for my class to perform for the entire school.  It was Rudolph the 

Rednose Reindeer versus the Grinch.  In high school I was submitting 

short stories to magazines like Omni and Analog.  I remember as a 

twelve year old, begging my mother for bonded paper and a typewriter 

for Christmas.     

Vision: How long had you been writing before you made your first 

sale?    

Wen: Alien Taste was my first professional sale.  I sold it in 2000 

when I was 37.  While I always wanted to be a writer, I was detoured 
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by life a good bit.  I got married when I was …think, think, think…22, 

and a lot of energy went into making that work and staying out of 

bankruptcy.  After our son was born, my husband started to work for a 

dot.com startup, where he was working like 60-70 hour weeks, often 

working 24 hours in a desperate push to make a launch.  While his 

schedule basically made me a 'single mom' of a hyperactive autistic 

child, it also inspired me to work as hard as he did.  So when my son 

finally started to sleep more than four hours of night, I would start 

writing from his bedtime until I dropped of exhaustion, every night.    

Vision: Was your first novel sale made via the slush pile, or did you 

have an agent?  

Wen: I had actually written three novels.  The first I 

never got to the polished stage, but it was an 

important learning lesson on how to write a novel, how 

NOT to revise a novel, and when to walk away from a 

failed project.  The second novel I sent off to slush 

piles and did the waiting game, which was very 

disheartening.  When I finished the third novel, I decided I wasn't 

going to deal with the slush piles and did a focus effort into getting an 

agent.  It wasn't as hard as I expected it to be.    
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Vision: Can you tell us what happens after a writer makes a first sale? 

 What kind of work does this entail after you get the good news?  

Wen: You get the call.  "Roc wants it and a sequel."  "Yes."  "I haven't 

given you the terms."  "I don't care.  Yes."  Bounce, bounce, bounce – 

for like two weeks.  There's a surprising silence from all other parties 

concerned.  Get used to it.  After you say 'yes,' you get a contract in 

the mail that you sign and mail back.  After that, nothing for months.  

The editor is now reading the manuscript for any revisions she might 

want (currently a stunning number of SF&F editors are female, TOR 

being the only bastion of male editors I can think of.)  The revisions 

might be anything from "clarify this sentence" to "rewrite the entire 

last chapter."  Once you address the revisions, you print off a clean 

copy and mail it your editor – or email the rtf, depending on time and 

publisher.   

After that, it goes to the copyeditor, who fixes all grammar changes 

and attaches more questions.  These questions are more along the line 

of "you say green eyes on page 4 and blue eyes on page 235, which is 

correct?"  Baen doesn't send you a copy of the copyedited manuscript 

– they email you any questions-- but Roc does.  You read through to 

see if the copyeditor actually understood what you were trying to say 
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and didn't misunderstand and change the meaning.  At this stage, 

you're not allowed to rewrite, which is hard.  Also it can be months 

between sending in the clean copy and the copyeditor getting back to 

you.  Get used to waiting.  The easiest way to deal with the time lags 

is to focus on the next project.  

One thing you can do to make everyone life easier is to make up your 

own style sheet prior to mailing off the manuscript.  This will have the 

correct spelling of everyone's name (Raymond Kraynak), street names 

(Centre Avenue, Duquesne Blvd), and made up words (Hu-ae, 

Blissfire.)         

After the copyedits are finalized, it goes to the typesetter.  She sets 

the manuscript up into the page layouts that will be sent to the printer 

for printing.  When she's done, you get the galley.  You read over the 

page proofs, looking for dropped commas, wrong words, any 

mistakes.  You can't rewrite.  You've got like 7-14 days to read over 

the pages and return them.  

Sometime in all this, you might be asked your opinion on what should 

be on the front cover, what should go on the back cover, and 

requested bio information on yourself.  Generally, however, the author 

has very little to say on anything that goes on the cover.  At some 
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point, you'll get a cover in the mail and you usually either squeal and 

dance around or call your mate and cry.  If there's some mistake on 

the cover, say so IMMEDIATELY, as it's going out to bookstores for 

them to pre-order.  I'll guess that I get covers like six months before 

the book is released.  Once you get the cover, you should start 

considering promotional options: postcards, business cards, 

bookmarks, and book signings.  Bookstores need to be contacted 

months ahead of time to set up a signing, so if your book is coming 

out in June, start setting up book signings in January.  Also start the 

conventions near you immediately, building awareness in the SF&F 

community is important.  Get a web site.  If nothing else, this will 

distract you from the MONTHS before the book actually arrives in the 

mail.  

Advance Reader Copies – ARC – are actually generated during the time 

you're going over the galley.  You should get at least one, but ask for 

more and send them to your local newspaper and anyone you know 

that reviews SF&F books for a major source.  While newspapers don't 

need a huge lead time, the magazines might need up to six months to 

go from writing a review to actually appearing.  Some magazines don't 

like printing reviews on 'old' books since shelf life on mid-list books 

tends to be only like three months.  They want their readers to be able 
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researched Pe

to go to the bookstore and buy the book, so if the book is already out, 

they might not review it.  

Finally, finally, the release date hits and your book is in the stores and 

you have the whirlwind of activity to promote it.  Hey, you took years 

to get this point, shouldn't you give the book every chance to 

succeed?  Yet, you probably have a contract (or least an option) on the 

next book, so you got to keep writing.  Welcome to the life of a 

professional writer.      

 Vision: You have a good grasp of background for your books.  Did 

you visit the locations?  How much of it is imaginary?  

Wen: One reason I set so many of my books in 

Pittsburgh is that I lived there twenty years.  I know it 

very well.  Usually I write the plot out with very minimal 

description, and then I visit the area or get someone to 

photograph the area for me.  For TAINTED TRAIL, I 

ndleton relying heavily on the Internet.  Once the book 

was three quarters finished, I flew out to Pendleton and toured all the 

locations.  Once home, with like a thousand photographs, I wrote up 

the descriptions of the various locations and tweaked some of the 

actions.  The farmhouse in BITTER WATERS is based on a place that 
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my family used to do haunted houses in for Halloween, just down over 

the hill from the Evans City graveyard.  (It's since been leveled.) I 

kept the description but moved the location fifty miles east.  Eden 

Court is Elm Court, a real house in Butler featured in the book THE 

ARCHITECTURE OF BENNO JANSSEN.    

TINKER was a departure in that while I did some of the usual 

research/photographs descriptions, much of it was entirely made 

up.          

Vision: What are your feelings about sequels and series in books?  

Wen: Sequels are HARD to do.  I enjoy writing stand alones much 

more, but sequels sell better, so they're what I'm doing.  With a stand 

alone you can really wow the reader – everything is so new and nifty.  

In a series, you have to repeat yourself because it's the same world 

and the same characters, and while you try hard for new and different 

stuff, you've got these cement blocks of 'same' tied to your writing.  

Also back-story becomes a problem.  You need some for those readers 

that pick the second or third book up first, but at the same time it 

really doesn't belong in THIS book.  Yet back-story is easy, it's already 

figured out and familiar, so it wants to landslide into the current story.  
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You've got to resist hard from using it, and when it does bury the 

current plot, shovel it all out because it blocks up the clean storyline.    

Vision: Who are some of the writers who have inspired you?  

Wen: Kipling.  I loved the Jungle Book.  Mary Stewart, not only the 

Merlin series that starts with the Crystal Cave, but her romance 

mysteries like Moonspinners.  Lois McMaster Bujold and C. J. Cherryh 

for SF, Tony Hillerman and Dick Francis for mysteries.     

Vision: What is your work day like?  

Wen: I currently work too much.  I get up and write all day, pause for 

dinner and time with my husband and son, then write into the night.  

Some days I nap in the middle, let my husband deal with my son, and 

write until the wee hours of the morning, basically creating two work 

periods in one day.  I'm behind on my deadline and hope to stop this 

insane schedule soon.     

Vision: As a new writer, how do you deal with marketing your work?  

Any suggestions on what works?  

Wen: Unfortunately, new writers get very little promotion.  The first 

step should start before you sell the book.  Go to conventions, try to 
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get onto panels to get experience, and look into joining a speaker's 

group, so you can get up in front of an audience and talk.  You will be 

reading in front of group sooner or later, so do it now to get good.  

Network with other new writers; those on the verge of breaking out 

now are the ones that will be your 'brat pack.'  Most established 

writers are willing to talk at conventions about any writing subject you 

have questions on – just don't hand them your manuscript.  The same 

goes for editors and agents.  You can ask if you can mail it to them 

later, but even I can't hand a manuscript to my editor – even one 

she's bought and is late – at a convention.    

As I said earlier, promotions start long before the book hits the 

bookstores.  One trick I've done is searched on books similar to mine 

and find where they are reviewed, and then emailed the site and ask if 

I could send them a copy to review.  (Your publisher will send out a 

limited number of review copies on your request, but if they won't and 

you can afford the cost of book and postage, it's well worth your 

effort.)  

Postcards are great, fairly cheap way to push your books.  I have the 

printer listed in my blog entry on promoting.  (www.wenspencer.com)  

Oh yes, a web site is a must.      

http://www.wenspencer.com/
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Vision: You spend time on-line at various sites.  Does this help you 

with your work?  If so, how?  What other benefits do you find there?  

Wen: Well, first off, when you're home alone, day in and out, you get 

lonely.   I moved to Boston two years ago, so all my friends are long 

distance, and that gets expensive.  FM's chat has been great to thrash 

out plot problem NOW instead of waiting for friends to get home from 

work.  Any guilt I have of hanging out online is banished when I 

promote my work and get new readers.  

Vision: I see that you have a couple short stories coming out in an 

anthology, but you seem to mostly write novels.  Do you intend to 

write additional shorter material in the future?  

Wen: The skills used in short story writing are similar to novel writing 

but are different enough that you can be good at one and not be good 

at the other.  If you're a natural novelist, then it really doesn't pay to 

force yourself into a short story mold.  I think in novel form.  

Sometimes a short story springs out and attacks me, but normally I 

can do a quarter of a novel in the time it takes me to spin a short 

story out of nothing.  If ideas come, or if I have the time to pour into 

them, I'll write short stories, but I plan to do novel from now on.  The 
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short stories give me more exposure to new readers, but otherwise 

aren't worth the time and effort.  

Vision: What suggestions can you give to writers who are hoping to 

break into the current market?  

Wen: Write what you like to read.  Write a lot.  Develop a thick skin to 

rejection, especially when dealing with magazines.  That market is so 

crowded that it's like playing the lottery.  Professional writers, my 

editor and myself included, get rejected routinely.  It's one of the 

reasons I didn't bother to force myself to write short stories, but 

instead jumped into novel writing.    

Vision: Is there anything else you'd like to talk about?  

Wen: My current pet project is the ALPHA the Science 

Fiction/Fantasy/Horror Writing Workshop for Young Writers run by the 

Pittsburgh area fandom.  (http://www.dpsinfo.com/alpha/ )  Last year 

we had twenty teenagers, ages 14-19, from Oregon to Wales, attend 

the ten-day workshop.  We're doing it again next year and will be 

looking for applications soon.     

Visit Wen Spencer's Web site at www.wenspencer.com 

http://www.dpsinfo.com/alpha/
http://www.wenspencer.com/
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About this issue's theme 

Facing the mere idea of revision sometimes stops people from moving 

forward toward publication.  Many writers feel that once they've told 

the story it will bore them to work on it again.  Others fear not 

knowing enough to make the story right, and believe that any work 

they might do would be useless. 

Some of us, however, delight in rewrites and revisions (sometimes too 

much so, as one article shows).  These articles list a number of ways 

to approach editing problems. Read though them and see if something 

works for you! 
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Bridging the Gap 

By Marianne Eady 

©2003, Marianne Eady 

M
ost writers will have heard that it's good practice to let 

longer manuscripts lie dormant between typing "The End" 

and starting to edit the work. Many writing books advise 

printing them out and locking them in a drawer.  Whatever you do, the 

aim is to achieve the distance that unfamiliarity brings. Revising is 

more effective when the writer is looking at the manuscript with fresh 

eyes. 

Advice varies on how long this gap should last, and it's often a matter 

of personal judgment. Whether you leave it for two days or six 

months, after you've been working hard at a piece for months on end, 

chances are you'll find yourself at a bit of a loss once it's out of 

bounds. 

I have just been through a gap of three months after the first draft of 

a novel, of which a good two weeks were spent panicking at the loss of 

my 'baby' of eighteen months[EBW1]. To help bridge the gap and come 

http://www.lazette.net/Vision/Issue17/themebridging.htm
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through the other side, here are three suggestions that I used to get 

through the withdrawal symptoms: 

1. Start work on another project 

This is perhaps the most common way to distance yourself from the 

manuscript you've just written, and it's also arguably the best. If you 

have another idea waiting in the wings, starting work on it will take 

your thoughts off the first manuscript while getting you a head start 

on the next one. Whether it's planning, writing, or editing, the effect 

will be the same. 

Personally, I decided that I would plan my next novel, with the aim of 

being able to go and write it as soon as I'd finished editing the first 

one. This worked well for me, as it took my mind away from my 

original characters and set it loose on a whole new set of problems and 

interactions. 

One proviso to this that I would suggest is that the project you work 

on should be totally independent. A sequel might be on your mind, but 

writing in the company of the same characters will probably not give 

the distance you're looking for. 

2. Experiment! 
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Another way to spend the time between drafts is to let your writers' 

hair down and try something completely new. Ever fancied your 

chances at epic poetry? Screenplays? Murder mysteries? 

Now some of you will probably look aghast at the idea. Experiment? 

Isn't that a waste of good writing time? 

No, it's not. I'm not going to tell you that all practice is good. You 

already know that. But in the weeks where your 'real' manuscript is 

sitting patiently in a drawer waiting for you, the overriding aim is to 

achieve distance. And how much more distanced from your work can 

you get if you're indulging your urge to write spaghetti westerns? 

A lot of writers use exercises or workshops to stimulate 

experimentation. On Forward Motion, try the daily exercises posted in 

the 'Workshops & Exercises' board by Justin Stanchfield, or read any 

good how-to-write book for ideas. I spent a week or so playing with 

these myself, and had a great deal of fun. Go a little wild. You'll as 

likely as not hit on something you really enjoy.  

3. Catch up on real-life 

What? Do nothing? 
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Catching up on real life can mean that, yes. In the excitement of 

finishing that last novel, there are bound to be people you love and 

activities that you enjoy that you have neglected. The 'gap' is your 

chance to pay them forward for your neglect next time. 

There's also another benefit to this idea. Remember that old chestnut 

'Write what you know'? Well, writing what you know involves some 

footwork. If you've never climbed a mountain, how are you going to 

write about your character's assault on Mt. Snowdon? The gap is the 

time to try new experiences. Your writing will be the stronger for it. 

I took up jogging in the gap. Not a thriller, you'd have thought, but 

what it did was get me in the open air in the countryside I'd been 

taking for granted for too long. Who knows when I might use that 

thick feeling in the air one night when I was outrunning the rain? 

If mountain climbing (or jogging!) doesn't appeal to you, how about 

trying something more mundane? 

What about reading? Fiction, non-fiction, the newspapers, the cereal 

packet, the kids' essays on 'what I did on my holidays,' anything. Call 

it research if you feel like working and fun if you don't. Reading will 

broaden your horizons and should ultimately stoke your love of writing 
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to new heights. If you pick badly, then you're learning about what not 

to write, too. It's win-win.  

So, don't panic once that manuscript's locked in the desk drawer and 

you face the blank page again. Instead, enjoy the break. Use the time 

well and you'll come back a little wiser and clearer than when you saw 

"The End" the first time.  

And do tell me how that mountain climbing goes, won't you? 
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Making Revision Enjoyable 

By Robert Dorr 

©2003, Robert Dorr 

  

I
 think many authors fear revising their work. Writing the story 

has, hopefully, been fun. Why isn't the editing as enjoyable? 

Most of us remember turning in first and second drafts in 

school. Each draft had to be written out and the teacher always found 

things that were wrong with those drafts. In hindsight, we know the 

teacher was helping us make our own writing better. But emotionally, 

we remember the embarrassment of seeing papers covered with red 

ink; our own writing, that we had thought was well composed, marked 

with that same red ink.  

If memories or attitudes like this are making you dread revision and 

editing, I have some suggestions. They will, at least make revision 

bearable and even enjoyable. 

Imagine getting ready for a date. You shower, shampoo, and dress 

better than usual. You take time to pamper yourself and get excited. 

You have fun. 
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That is exactly the right attitude to take into revision and editing. You 

are trying to guarantee the best possible impression of your work. You 

would not go on a first date if you were not cleaned up and dressed 

well; do not send out your work without doing the same for it. 

If that does not motivate you for editing, try warming up for it instead. 

I take a book I read that I disliked and I type a thousand-word snippet 

from it. This is my victim. I print it out and then tear it apart. I make 

sure to point out what works, and fix what does not. Clutter and extra 

words are removed, ruthlessly. My goal is to turn that snippet into 

something I would be proud to call my own. This exercise gets my 

adrenaline going and motivates me. You can do the same thing. Use 

that adrenaline, tiger, and attack your own writing. Your story will be 

better for it. 

Small sections are easier for me to revise; a novel's worth of rough 

draft is too big and too intimidating. So, before I begin writing for the 

day I take what I wrote the day before and revise it. When I'm done, I 

take the marked up pages and put them in a folder with the rest of the 

story. I have each section with all its notes ready, so it will not be any 

effort to find everything and retype it, when I am done. 
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This takes just a few minutes, a half-hour at most. That is all the time 

I allow for the work before starting new material. If I have a section 

that bothers me, that I can't easily correct, I draw brackets around it 

and keep going. I am doing a rough revision at this point and I'm not 

looking for perfection, just improvement. 

When I'm revising, I look for areas that need strengthening and 

sections that could foreshadow future events, and I ruthlessly remove 

unneeded words. What was a section of a thousand words yesterday 

may turn out to be only seven hundred words when I'm done. On a 

very bad day, they may turn out to be only three hundred words. 

That's discouraging, but okay, because those fewer words are better, 

they express my thoughts more clearly. If I need to, I can add details, 

improve dialogue or expand descriptions later. 

Revising the previous day's work also reminds me where I left off and 

where I need to go with the story. My new writing is cleaner and more 

focused, and I need to delete less of it the next day. Revising every 

day improves my writing and makes it more enjoyable. 
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The Dangers of  

Permanent Revision Syndrome 

By Alex Roddie 

©2003, Alex Roddie 

  

W
hen I first started writing about four years ago, I didn't 

really know what I was doing.  I had what I thought to 

be a brilliant idea, so I just sat down and wrote it out.  

I automatically expected it to be of publishable standard; in fact, I 

suppose I was pretty arrogant about the whole thing. 

Two years ago, I decided that it might be a good idea to do some 

research into the craft and business of writing.  At first, I only looked 

up some literary agents and publishers in the Writer's Handbook, but 

then I started looking for articles on the Internet.  After two or three 

weeks, most of my illusions about writing had crumbled.  In particular, 

the articles on Holly Lisle's site made me think hard about what I was 

doing.  I didn't know about agents and publishers, and I never even 

guessed about the odds of having a profitable career.  I had expected 

to be on the bestseller list in no time at all, mostly because I had the 
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illogical belief that my manuscript was the best ever to be written.  

Before long I lost faith in my work, and decided to move on.  However, 

a problem arose.  I had developed Permanent Revision Syndrome, and 

that is a very hard condition to cure. 

I was on my sixth revision when I did this research, and had planned 

no less than seventeen.  After doing some calculations, I realised that 

it would take me nearly another decade before I finished!  So how did 

I get stuck in this endless cycle of rewriting?  The main problem was 

this:  I had convinced myself that the novel was an undisputed 

masterpiece, and that I would never write a better one.  I knew that it 

had to be absolutely perfect, so when I read what I had done, I 

planned some revisions.  Well, the first lot of revision wasn't so bad.  

Nor was the second.  But with the third revision, realising that I still 

had a huge amount of work to do, I started to get impatient. 

There were two things that kept me going.  Firstly, I had an insane 

desire to see it finished, at any cost.  Secondly, I had become 

completely immersed in the fantasy world I had devised. The big 

problem with that, however, was that I never actually saw through the 

world to the story.   
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To begin with, I hadn't planned the novel before I wrote it.  I had a 

(very) vague idea of what would happen at the beginning, and no idea 

of the middle or end.  So the tale grew, and grew, and grew ... with 

every rewrite, more story elements came cropping up.  This became a 

major problem, because I was too obsessed with the world, and 

uninterested in the characters or the plot.  In fact, the plot was often 

confusing and the characterisation totally non-existent.  I would put in 

pages upon pages of pointless description and exposition because I 

'knew' the readers would be as thrilled by it as me.  Looking back, 

most this writing was completely incomprehensible to anyone who 

didn't know the country of Nordost inside out. 

The first real blow came when I asked a friend to go over Revision 

Two.  Now, he wasn't totally incompetent as far as writing went; he'd 

written a few rather long short stories, and got good grades for his 

pieces of English coursework.  Better than me, in fact, which I kind of 

resented.  Anyway, he returned my manuscript about a week later, 

and he had graded it at U+ (for anyone who isn't from the UK, that's 

the equivalent of about 12%).  I thought it was a joke at the time, and 

I got really angry at some of his comments.  I chucked the manuscript 

out for a while, and became very hostile towards this friend who had 

taken the time to thoughtfully revise my work. 
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After a while, I had another look at the edited manuscript.  I 

grudgingly admitted that he had made some valid points, and I 

embarked on Revision Three.  Graeme read it, and found more glaring 

errors.  I corrected them; he revised it; I corrected the new errors; he 

revised them.  I guess I should be thankful that the poor fellow was so 

patient!  This became a long standing joke at school; the novel that 

wouldn't quit.  As for Graeme himself, I think he liked the 

entertainment of editing my God-awful work. 

I started writing SF short stories for a while, and I abandoned my 

novel for better times.  Then I came back to it, and a feeling of dread 

settled in my stomach as I saw the glaring discrepancies and examples 

of inconsistent style.  Three years of revisions had left my manuscript 

in a very sorry state, so I started the complete rewrite.   

To cut a long story short, each rewrite created more problems, and it 

became a snowball effect.  These problems became bigger and more 

difficult to solve, until I just couldn't face it any more.  By this time, I 

realised that my novel had some really serious problems, and unless I 

got out of the cycle they would never be improved.  Life of a Falcon 

was permanently suspended this February, and with a sigh of relief I 

started my next novel.  This time, I learnt from my mistakes; I 
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actually planned the thing beforehand and I didn't let myself become 

obsessed with the world at the expense of the story. 

 And hey!  It worked!  I'm halfway through, and I like what I've 

written; I've got some very encouraging crits from the Forward Motion 

boards.  Perhaps more importantly, I believe I've got a story worth 

telling.  Also, I realise now that nothing I ever write will be perfect, so 

I just do what I can, hoping to improve it later on.   

However, knowing the symptoms of P.R.S, I know when to stop.  I 

have planned an absolute total of three revisions for this one, full 

stop.  And I will avoid total rewrites unless they are absolutely 

necessary. 

So ... how can you avoid this disastrous Permanent Revision 

Syndrome?  Well, to begin with, you must come to accept that nothing 

you write will ever be perfect.  Most things can be improved, but there 

comes a point at which you should just leave them for a while.  

Complete rewrites of manuscripts can create such unholy problems 

that I would not recommend them unless you really know what you're 

doing (and it's really necessary).  Revision is always essential, but I 

now find it best to try and sort out most of the problems in one or two 

passes.  I would also recommend that, even if you don't go in for full-
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scale outlining like I usually do, you at least have a good idea of the 

plot structure of your novel before starting.  And stick to it.  If you 

start to deviate too much whilst writing, before you know it you will 

have a dirty great monster on your hands.  Variation in plot is a 

healthy thing, but try to stay within the parameters of the original 

design. 

What is the most important lesson of all?  Never, ever, lose 

perspective of what you're doing.  It is a novel, not the entire history 

of a fantasy world.  Keep to the story, and don't get bogged down in 

the worldbuilding; after all, the world in which your story unfolds is 

meant to support the characters and plot, not the other way around.  

This is usually only a major problem with beginning Fantasy and 

Science Fiction writers (especially fantasy); sometimes they spend 

ages doing the worldbuilding and get totally obsessed with it, and 

forget about the story.  In my case, the worldbuilding was an end in 

itself, and I only wrote the novel because I liked the idea of writing a 

story set in the world I had created.  This is something I would 

seriously discourage, for in my experience it is the road to disaster.  I 

nearly followed my dream off the edge of a cliff, and wasted years in 

doing it. 
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Were it not for these events, however, perhaps I wouldn't have 

learned so quickly.  I don't pretend to be an expert at any form of 

writing, but I do know that my sorry experience with Life of a Falcon 

has forced me to think differently.  I understand the necessity of 

forward planning, and I relentlessly hunted down whatever knowledge 

on characterisation and plotting that I needed.  And I practiced.  If I 

hadn't been under such pressure, it probably would never have 

happened that way. 

And so the moral of this article is:  write the story because you want 

to write the story, not because you've invented a world and you don't 

know what to do with it, and also be careful not to get caught by the 

permanent revision syndrome.  
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Life After Chaotic Writing: 

The Dreaded Revision 

By Jon Chaisson 

©2003, Jon Chaisson 

  

N
othing humbles writers more than reading their own work 

after distancing themselves from it for a spell.  I should 

know -- every time I come back to a novel I'd just finished, 

for about ten minutes I am tempted to hang up the old word processor 

and continue my lonely existence in the shipping department where I 

work. 

Seriously, it's not all that bad.  Most writers view their first draft in two 

ways:  first as the wonderful piece of literature that it should be, then 

as the misshapen jigsaw puzzle that it actually is.  Let's face it -- it's 

nearly impossible to have the entirety of a plot, complete with 

subplots, distractions, and other ephemera in one's head while writing 

the book.  A subplot will be forgotten and left hanging, and sometimes 

a character will ultimately be of no use in the finished product.  As a 
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writer, it's easy to shrug, do a little cut-and-paste, and hope it will 

work. 

The problem is that your readers are going to see right through an 

easy fix.  They'll know that you've just committed a grave error:  the 

"gee, I hope they don't notice" act, which is a sure sign that the author 

doesn't really care how the story works, as long as it's done and it's 

published.  Guaranteed, this action is like shooting yourself in the 

foot.  Publishers and agents will shake their heads at you.  Writer's 

group members will howl at you.  Friends and family, of course, will 

just humor you and say "good job." 

Okay, maybe it won't be that serious!  But if you think that once the 

novel is finished and you've run it through the spell check and given it 

the right format that it's good to go, I hate to be the bearer of bad 

news... 

Behold, here cometh the dreaded rewrite. 

As a practitioner of Chaotic Writing, this can be somewhat nerve 

wracking.  My wonderfully warped writing style has to be put on the 

shelf for the next few months.  I've managed to get my "unwieldy" 

plot tied up nicely in novel form, taken out extra passages that weren't 
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needed, changed a few names and words, and even gone so far as to 

find the word count.  Then I print it out and get it ready for my red 

pen.   

Where do I go from there?  Well, the best thing to do, and something I 

suggest to anyone at this stage, is to put it aside for a week or so.  

Forget about it.  Do some reading (not your own work), go on a trip, 

write some bad poetry... Do anything but work on this novel.  Distance 

yourself to the point where you're not thinking about it every waking 

moment of your life.  I like to call this "unplugging."  My escape plan 

includes working on side projects, writing articles like this, and playing 

a lot of Free Cell.  Doing this frees your mind from its rapid-fire 

concentration on the world you've created.  It also lets you 

momentarily forget some of the passages you've written that you love 

or hate too much to edit. 

Okay, say you've distanced yourself, and you're ready to jump back in 

and let the Editor brain take over.  Now it's time to be brutally honest.  

Find every little thing that went wrong -- dangling plotlines.  Pointless 

characters.  Spelling and grammar mistakes.  In short, it's time to 

make order out of this chaos that you've created.  There will be some 

semblance of that order in there somewhere, and it's up to you to 
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figure out what it is.  Start right at page one and, using a steno 

notebook, write every little thing that needs to be changed.   

Also make a note of these changes right on the manuscript; that's 

what it's been printed out for.  The working first draft of my last novel 

had pen scratches everywhere, but it certainly helped when it came 

time for rewrite time.  There were countless revisions, a few surgeries, 

even a few deletions, but thanks my notes, I was able to get the 

rewrite done in the amazingly short time span of three months -- quick 

for a novel of 150k+ words, in my experience.  I once met an author 

who said that revision, once he got into the mindset of it, ended up 

being the most enjoyable and rewarding part of the writing 

experience.  I must agree with him.  Not only did I find it a lot of fun, 

but I also learned more about my writing style and the problems I 

must overcome.  Added to that, I found myself finding more layers to 

the story than I'd intended, which inspired me as I began writing the 

sequel! 

I bet you're asking: How did I face down the fear of revision?  

Admittedly, part of it was knowing full well that some passages were 

so sub-par that even I wouldn't read the book if I'd gotten away with 

them.  Rereading passages I was proud of didn't hurt, either.  The 
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other part was just being more of a perfectionist than I really should 

be.  The latter is something that all writers should watch out for during 

revision; there is such a thing as overdoing it.  The writer has to admit 

to himself that his novel is not going to be completely perfect, devoid 

of all problems.  There will be a point where you've gone past revision 

and gone straight into obsessive perfection, a point you must avoid.  

As soon as I knew I'd gotten to a point in the revision where any more 

changes would mean rewriting the whole thing from scratch again, I 

knew that was the point to call it a day and admit it was done.  A 

flawed work of art, but done.  But then again, what work of art is ever 

flawless?  So, a compromise:  a work of art I'm proud of. 

Of course, the next step is even worse:  submitting your manuscript to 

an agent or an editor.  Compared to that, revision is a cakewalk.  But I 

won't bother you with yet another stressful moment in the writer's life 

right now...once an article is enough!  Good luck in revision, and 

remember -- it's not nearly as painful as it sounds. 
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The Tarnished Crown 

By Margaret McGaffey Fisk 

©2003, Margaret McGaffey Fisk 

  

W
hen the last word is written, typed, or even dictated 

into your work of art, and those glorious letters spell 

out 'The End', you have created a crown filled with 

jewels that the whole world just has to see. 

But wait!  Now's the time to step back, pick up another piece of paper, 

open another file on the computer and start your next work, forgetting 

-- in time -- the wondrous creation you have completed. 

"Why?" you ask.  "Why wait when there it is, hot off the presses, 

glittering and glowing, ready to cross the land, sea or ocean into some 

editor's loving hand?" 

The simple answer is that what glitters is not always gold.  In the first 

flush of completion, with adrenaline racing through your system and 

rose-tinted glasses perched on your nose, you will believe that you 
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have achieved the breakout novel, a work that will be read through the 

ages. 

Trust me.  You want to wait. 

Let a month, or even two, pass by.  Let the story fade as your focus 

turns to the next one. Put those characters out to pasture while new 

ones climb up out of the teaming masses to be your stars. 

When that first work of art has turned into a flickering ghost, the 

crown is tarnished and a layer of dust hides those glittering jewels, 

only then is it time to take the manuscript up again.  When the glow 

has faded, you are ready to see both the gems and the flaws, where 

your characters shine and where they stepped in something your 

mother wouldn't let into the house. 

The Art of Revision 

Revision is something that few writers look on willingly and even fewer 

with pleasure.  However, editing is a critical step on the path to that 

tiny slip of paper containing the beloved word accepted.  There are no 

guarantees in life, and certainly none in publishing, but the odds of 

your manuscript being accepted, or even receiving those sought after 
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positive comments from an editor, increase substantially if you put 

your manuscript through the wringer. 

Everyone experiences the revision cycle differently, and you must find 

the best technique for you.  One way to do so is to explore techniques 

that work for other writers and then put your own twist on them.  

Whether you borrow from a writer who just wants the manuscript out 

the door or from one who loves the process, revision is a crucial step 

that new authors skip at their peril and old authors skip at the risk of 

nasty comments from their readers. 

Whatever your method of choice, the goal of revision is to polish that 

tarnished crown.  It will never again have the brand new gleam of a 

fresh idea, but you can make the story stronger and deeper than 

before.  As you polish, the idea's surface may develop some scratches 

that reveal hidden depths, or you may carve some extra facets into 

the gems, bringing more life to your masterpiece.  Some of that 

succulent prose may have turned sour in the course of time, causing 

you to pop out a ruby and place an emerald instead. 

My method is somewhat simple, but has worked effectively for me.  

The steps are detailed below: 
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Step One: Reread the whole text with both hands tied behind 

your back 

After you've waited long enough that the story is a fading memory, 

you are ready to pick up the text as if it were a book you just 

purchased.  I work from printout, but if you're an electronic reader, 

pull it up on screen or a handheld.  The importance of this step is to 

stay in the mind of the reader.   

If you cannot keep your hands faithfully tied--it's a hard task--then 

keep a separate paper and jot down notes with page number 

references.  What you hope to gain is a sense of how close to 

publishable the story is.  Ask yourself the following questions: 

* Did the plot grab me all the way through, or was I trudging 

along because I had to? 

* Did the story hang together, with a logical progression of 

events and a nice conclusion to all those pesky threads?  (If this 

is part of a series, did the main threads resolve with enough 

connections left open to interest me in the next book?) 

* Can I visualize the world or were the characters just floating in 

a blank room the whole time?  (This is a difficult question 
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because you designed the world, but try to experience the 

manuscript as a reader.) 

* Can I visualize the characters by voice, action or other unique 

characteristics, or did the characters all seem the same unless 

they were wearing name tags, i.e. John said this, Mary groaned? 

* Is the continuity maintained?  Ever see the movie where the 

main character has a blue coat but in the next scene, it's pink?  

Well, these kinds of errors can sneak into even a short story--

and often do. 

There are other questions you can ask, but these are the main ones 

for determining how much work the revision will require.  I find if there 

are major plot issues or if the characters are plastic, I'm looking at a 

rewrite rather than a revision which is significantly more work.  

Regardless of how tight the first draft is and how minor the required 

edits, you should heave a big sigh of relief that you didn't succumb to 

that first instinct to throw it in the mail untouched. 

Tip: If you read from paper, it can help to put the manuscript--or at 

least the portion you're reading--into a punchless binder so that it 

appears more like a book.  Here's one source of punchless binders but 
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they are available from many office supply stores: 

http://www.keysan.com/ksud207.htm . 

Step Two: Critique the novel using a template 

Critiquing is a good way to become a better writer and critiquing 

yourself is a good way to maintain the objectivity to improve your 

work.  It also has the side benefit of giving you a jump on your final 

synopsis, if your template includes a plot summary.  Some templates 

I've found valuable are available on the Forward Motion site at: 

http://www.fmwriters.com/community/dc/dcboard.php?az=show_mesg&forum=15&topic_id=10&mesg_id=21&p

age=   

Step Three: Do your first pass at editing 

Using what you learned in steps one and two, untie your hands and 

have at it.  Fix those plot issues, sweep out any awkward phrasing, 

correct the continuity errors and do whatever else is necessary to 

return some of the gleam to your crown -- enough that you're willing 

to share it with the world. 

Unless you're under a deadline, set a goal for number of pages or 

hours processed in a day or week -- whatever you're most comfortable 

http://www.keysan.com/ksud207.htm
http://www.fmwriters.com/community/dc/dcboard.php?az=show_mesg&forum=15&topic_id=10&mesg_id=21&page
http://www.fmwriters.com/community/dc/dcboard.php?az=show_mesg&forum=15&topic_id=10&mesg_id=21&page
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with.  If you stick with the goal, or do it one better, your editing stack 

will get noticeably smaller without becoming overwhelming. 

Note: You can have someone read it right off the presses to help with 

the first steps, but be aware this person's ability to look at the 

manuscript with fresh eyes is lost for further versions. 

Step Four: Ask a reliable friend to read or submit to a critique 

group 

I cannot emphasize how important it is to get someone else's 

feedback.  No matter how long you wait, no matter how many 

distancing tools you use, those are your words, created from your 

blood, sweat and tears.  A critique group is the best resource because 

they have no obligation -- perceived or otherwise -- to sugar coat their 

opinions.  Though proper etiquette requires constructive language, it 

does not prevent them from tearing apart the places that really need 

it.  If a scene doesn't work, critiquers will tell you.  No matter how you 

beg family and friends to be critical, they usually find it difficult to 

tarnish the crown for you, especially if they think you still see it 

glittering. 
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Step Five: Second/final pass at editing  

Take all your feedback and polish the crown until it shines bright 

enough to catch the editor's eye.  That does not mean implement 

every suggestion; it means listen to every comment.  Then, you 

become the judge and jury. 

* Does the comment resonate with you? 

* Can you see how it would strengthen the story? 

* Did several people have the same concern? 

Take what makes sense and file the rest--those rejected comments 

may make sense later when editors have added to your pile of 

feedback.  This is your chance to add depth, to strengthen, to mature 

that bright shiny object into a treasure worthy of a king or queen.   

This may mean chopping whole sections, adding new subplots or 

characters, reading the manuscript out loud to check how the dialogue 

sounds or any number of variations.  You must do whatever is 

necessary to turn your work from the object that made you grin in 

delight to a manuscript that will make many people--including at least 

one editor--smile too.  
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Step Six: Submission 

While this step is not technically part of revision, have you polished 

and matured your crown just to stick it under your bed to gather 

dust?  No?  Well then, now's the time to find a few markets and send it 

off.  Don't fall into the trap of feeling the manuscript isn't ready.  If 

you've completed all the steps and done your level best, it's as ready 

as you can make it. 

While waiting another five years may make it just a little better--

assuming you continue working on your writer's craft--there is a point 

where you are not qualified to make that judgment.  Send the 

manuscript round to a few professional editors.  They are quite willing 

to tell you if it isn't ready yet.  They'll also be the first to tell you if it 

is. 
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Paying Attention Pays Dividends  

By J. Harlowe 

©2003, J. Harlowe 

  

T
here is one technique that has helped me polish my skills, 

write sharper copy, and sell more articles than anything else 

I've ever tried. It is better than a book on writing, far 

cheaper than a course or workshop, and best of all, it is highly 

interactive.   

Pay attention to the changes your editor makes in your copy. 

Wow. What a profound statement, huh? 

Like all good advice, it is under whelming when you hear it. Yes, it 

does sound too simple, and I know you are all thinking the same 

thing: "I always check my article for changes!"   

True. But do you really analyze what the editor changed, and why? Do 

you actually get out your original article and evaluate which version is 

better? 
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Better? Even suggesting the editor's changes could be better seems 

outlandish to many writers.  Any assault on our precious words, each 

one chosen with care and placed with precision, requires us to gripe, 

doesn't it? Mostly to ourselves, or our friends, since we can't gripe to 

the editor!  

Very few writers willingly accept changes. The editor makes his 

changes, and writers shriek. But for those of us who aren't yet 

recognized as writing gods, perhaps we should agree we can learn 

from the people who take the time to read our copy. Here are some 

basic rules that will allow you to get the most out of the experience. 

First Rule: Don't rely on your memory to tell you the ugly truth 

about what you submitted.  

Whether there are numerous changes or only a few words, once the 

article sees print compare it to the original submission to see what 

actually changed.  

You can do this with a line by line comparison of each version, but if 

you are using Microsoft Word, you can quickly see check the 

differences. If your article saw print on the Web, it is an easy cut and 

paste job to make a copy, and save it as a new file. Otherwise, scan 
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the print version, convert it to a text file, and save it. Once you do, 

you are ready to use Microsoft Word's Compare function. (To find the 

Compare function: In Word XP, select the Tool Menu, and pick 

Compare and Merge files, and make the result a new file. In Word 

2000, Compare is under Tools, but then choose Track Changes. 

Compare Documents is in the sub menu.)  

This powerful tool will show you every change between two files. Why 

is this so important, since these items might be so small you don't 

notice them in the actual final copy?   

Perhaps you'll learn the editor prefers APA style for titles, or other 

conventions you don't know about.  Perhaps you overuse certain 

words, and the editor has taken them out every time - and replaced 

them with a sharper word that carries more weight. Maybe your 

comma usage is inappropriate, or you have other habits you don't 

realize, but they are changed in every submission. Now that you can 

actually see the problem, you can recognize it, and fix it before 

submitting the next article.  

What's the big deal? They must have bought it, so who cares, right? 
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Yes, they bought it – this time. But next time, the editor may not be 

willing to invest the time to fix things for you. Also, another editor may 

not be so forgiving, and turn it down. But more importantly, don't you 

want to do it the right way?  

The editor will notice making fewer corrections, which means he will 

stay 'in the article' longer. If the magazine is the right market for your 

story, you have a much better chance of a placement, or if it needs re-

worked, he has a reason to believe you will make the changes.   

Better yet, if the editor does notice when you send your next 

submission, it shows them you are someone who is worth working 

with, since you obviously are willing to learn. That definitely translates 

to more sales.   

What if the edits seem substantial, with huge changes to the 

article?  

That should tell you something, too. But don't assume the editor 

doesn't like the writing. Extensive edits to an article might mean you 

didn't write the article your query promised, or the one the editor 

requested based on changes he discussed with you after reading your 

query.  
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Check your notes - which should also be on your computer - and see 

who changed course. Did you meet the basic items the editor outlined 

in their response to your query, or if they simply accepted the query, 

did you meet your own goals?  

Most likely, when you check this, it is you, not the editor, who headed 

in a new direction. Thus, the editor used his extensive changes to try 

to lead the article back to the original destination. He made the 

changes not because your article was badly written, but because it did 

not meet the need the editor wanted to fill. 

If this often happens to you, it is a good thing to recognize, so you can 

take control of the situation. This is one of the unpardonable sins in 

article writing. Your new article may be great, but if it isn't what the 

editor agreed to purchase, he isn't obligated to buy it from you. If you 

can't write the article you promise, editors will stop buying. They know 

they'll have too much work to do when you turn in the article. 

If this is happening to you, I have two suggestions: take better notes 

when the editor is outlining the article; and post those notes clearly by 

your computer. Refer to them while you are writing. Are you fulfilling 

the outline? 
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If none of that works, stop agreeing with the editor to write the article 

they want, and continue to shop your original query around to other 

magazines. 

Finally, double checking your work using the original submission can 

also help you make a bad situation better, when an edit goes wrong.  

Goes wrong? First I defend editors, and then I'm suggesting they can 

mess up an article? Which is it? 

Both. Can a good edit result in bad copy? If you're writing non-fiction, 

it can! It is too easy to have a single word change make a factual 

statement into a glaring error.  

Remember, it might be a number of weeks, or even months, between 

the time you file your copy and an editor calls to check a detail. An 

editorial discretion can far too easily result in an accidentally distorted 

fact. Since continued sales in non-fiction require the article to be 

factual, nothing can be more detrimental in your writing career than a 

few inopportune edits! 

So here are some important hints for controlling this problem. First, 

recognize that we have some ability to control this. When an editor 

"assumed" a word change was ok, and made it without my approval, 
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he was well within his rights. That's what an editor does. My goal, 

then, is to make it less likely to happen by turning in the best possible 

story, requiring the fewest changes possible. Check and double check 

the submission.  

Second, realize that had you turned in the submission on time, or even 

ahead of schedule (another blasphemy, right?) the editor might have 

had plenty of time to send you their proof copy, or at least call to 

check it. It is also important to let them know you are available for 

such last minute checks. (My manuscripts all include both my email 

address and my phone number.) 

  

Finally, treat the editor as you'd like to be treated.  

Just as you'd like the checks to be on time, turn in your articles on 

time. Just as you'd like to know if things are changing, either in the 

scope or style of the story, make certain you make a call or drop a 

note to keep the editor informed. And finally, realize how you react to 

problems might decide future options.  

Occasionally, I've faced simple word substitutions by editors that 

completely changed my intended meaning of a sentence. I might have 
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been justified in making a scene, since the result made me look dumb 

in the eyes of a knowledgeable reader. But then again, I know how I 

feel when someone harshly reprimands me for a simple mistake.  

My choice? I notified the editor immediately, so the magazine could 

place a correction in the next issue. This also allowed me to say that 

perhaps I'd allowed the error into the copy. I offered my apologies, 

and suggested we check it. When it was clearly added during his copy 

edits, he reversed the apology, and I simply accepted. I also 

contended it was still partially my fault, since obviously, he felt my 

copy needed clarifying. Also, I noted I could have gotten the final 

version to him earlier.  

Yes, I've placed many more articles with this editor. More importantly, 

on anything questionable, he emails me proofs to check their veracity 

-- and even tracked me down by phone when I was away from home, 

just to verify a few proposed changes.  

So, is it worth checking your copy line-by-line after the final version is 

out? It has paid dividends for me. I consider it "on the job" training, as 

comparing the editor's choices to my original ones constantly improves 

my writing.  
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There is also another important benefit: by making these comparisons, 

I learn to write an article to fit a specific editor's needs. Once the 

editor realizes you will turn in copy that is truly tailored to his 

interests, he will call you with ideas of stories they'd like in their 

magazine.  

That's an important step in increasing your writing income. Make use 

of the free lessons your editor is providing, and you'll reach that lofty 

goal! 
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Learning Copyediting Symbols 

By E. B. Harris 

©2003, E.B. Harris 

  

C
opyeditors work to fix the mistakes that writers sometimes 

miss.  They not only watch for continuity problems -- those 

changes in eye color that creep in, or the fact that the  

brabic plant of Parkinin has leaves on the right side, not the left -- but 

also to fix grammar and punctuation.  In the chart below are twenty-

two symbols that copyeditors and editors sometimes use to mark 

manuscripts.  These are not the only symbols used, and because they 

are handwritten, they can vary considerably.  Different 'schools' also 

use slightly different symbols. 

Selling to a print house usually means that the author will see a 

copyedited version of his novel and will have to go through and check 

each such notation.  Learning the symbols and what they mean can 

help this process move more quickly. 
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Copyediting is a difficult job, and sometimes the person can overstep 

the differences between correcting and changing the meaning.  

Professional writers often have horror stories about bad copyeditors 

who have changed things for no apparent reason.  This often leads to 

a frantic call to the editor, checking through some of the changes, and 

deciding what needs to be done.  Since books are on a schedule to be 

produced, it's rare that there's time for another copyediting process, 

even if it is decided that the original was badly handled. 

Copyeditors are professionals, and though there may be occasional 

problems, they are paid to do the work the publishing houses want.  

Some work freelance and are hired for specific projects. 

Learning to work with copyeditors, and to allow that they probably 

know their jobs is another key to a successful career in writing. 

These symbols are usually written in the margins, sometimes with a 

short explanation of how the material should be changed. 
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Insert An 
Apostrophe 

 

Insert Space 

 

Insert 
Brackets 

 

Paragraph 

 

Capitalize 

 

No Paragraph 

 

Close Up 

 

Parentheses  

 

Colon 

 

Period 

 

Insert 
Comma 

 

Question 
Mark 

 

Delete 

 

Quotes 

 

Delete And 
Close Up 

 

Semicolon 

 

Exclamation 
Point 

 

Spelling 

 

Hyphen 

 

Transpose 

 

Insert 

 

STET (Let It 
Stand) 
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The last symbol -- STET -- is the writer's friend.  It means to leave the 

original material as the writer intended it, and to ignore the 

copyeditor's version.  However, it should be used with discretion.  The 

copyeditor works for the publishing company, so be aware that some 

changes may be set to 'house rules.'  
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Attitude Adjustments 

By Valerie Comer 

©2003, Valerie Comer 

C
haracters: we cannot tell a story without them.  In today's 

publishing climate, most novels are driven by the 

characters, not by the plot.  The plot is extremely important, 

of course, but most readers are first and foremost looking for a 

character with which to identify.  This must be someone that the 

reader comes quickly to care about.  The plot and the character must 

be twined about each other so thoroughly that they cannot be 

separated.  Yes, the character can go on to have further adventures, 

but this precise plot could not have happened to anyone else. 

Your characters must seem human, even if they're not.  This means 

that they have strengths and weaknesses, and that they sometimes 

fail.  Usually, throughout a novel, they must also change.  How can 

such a character be formed? 

Creating this type of character is far more complex than assigning her 

an eye color and a personality trait, such as shyness.  Let's take that 

trait for a moment.  Many people are shy.  A truly shy individual will 
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need to undergo major changes before she can take on the whole 

world -- literally or figuratively -- at the end of the story.  Under most 

circumstances, main characters of a work are the ones who make 

things happen.  Surely they will face many struggles; in fact, they had 

better face them!  But in the end, the main character must have the 

characteristics in place to perform in the climatic scenes.  The shyness 

needs to dissipate as the story progresses. 

A reader must understand early on what the character's personality is 

like, and how it affects what she does.  In Beginnings, Middles & Ends, 

author Nancy Kress says that a story grows out of what the characters 

do, and in turn, what the characters do grows out of what they want. 

The motivation behind the character's actions must be clear to the 

reader.  Why does this situation matter to him or her?  Why would she 

react to it in this particular way? 

If the motivation is easily understood, because nearly anyone would 

react that way in a similar situation, less attention needs to be drawn 

to it.  In the event that you need to supply a motivation that is counter 

to the reader's expectation, you will also need to supply more 

background to make the motivation plausible.  If your character would 
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laugh and cheer when the rest of the world would cry, we need to 

understand why. 

This applies equally to your villain.  If you don't know why he or she is 

causing all this trouble, take a long hard look at the situation.  A story 

will be much stronger if you can show why he does the things he does, 

why he is the way he is. 

Early on, your character must be shown as capable of changing.  This 

can be done by a glimpse of how they have changed in the past: "John 

had felt that way himself just recently..." Or use a different device to 

show a mind that is open to change.  The actual changes occur in 

direct response to the events you have planned for your main 

character to go through.  The older your character is, the larger the 

problem he must face in order to make him change his points of view, 

unless you can establish a life-long pattern of adaptability. 

Throughout the middle of the story, a series of experiences must be 

dramatized that might reasonably be expected to cause changes in the 

character's attitude.  Is your character given opportunities to slowly 

gain confidence in herself, thus losing that shyness?  In a novel-length 

work, prepare room for some slip-ups as well.  Perhaps someone she 

was just coming to trust says something that causes her to retreat into 
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her shell again, even slightly.  The scene need not play a pivotal role in 

the overall plot to be worthy of inclusion.  These minor adjustments 

can cause your reader to empathize more with your characters.  And 

when readers care, they want to keep reading. 

Sound complex?  It is, but it isn't over yet!  So far, we've only 

examined the main character interacting with the plot, with a slight tip 

of our hat to the villain.  What about all the other characters?  Equally 

important, what kinds of sparks will come up between the various 

personalities?  How will Ellen react when she discovers that Jane has 

double-crossed her?  Why will she react that way?  Why does Jane do 

it in the first place? 

It is not enough to say that Jane must do it in order for there to be a 

story.  Each of the major players in your drama must have their own 

set of motivators, which must be evidenced as they collide. 

Why do Evan and Bill hate each other?  We know that at the end, they 

must be able to work together, albeit grudgingly.  What little steps can 

their relationship take throughout the novel to make their cooperation 

understandable and inevitable? 
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For me, these questions were most easily answered midway through 

the plotting process.  I had developed an idea, and figured out a bit 

about the types of personalities that would be required to dramatize 

this story.  A basic plot line was coming together, structured according 

to Andi Ward's helpful class.  Another round of character development 

followed, based on what I was uncovering about the plot. 

It was time to compute the tiny steps required to make the characters' 

interactions believable.  A little something here that softened Bill's 

attitude towards Evan.  A hint there that Ellen's best friend, Jane, may 

not be quite what she seems.  Linking these minute changes directly 

to the plot required further modifications to the plot itself, of course, 

but these changes were smaller. 

If you are a writer who sketches out each scene of the entire novel 

before beginning to write, that outline is the place to make the 

notations of how the various attitudes and relationships need to 

change within each scene. 

Some of you call yourselves organic writers.  It's possible that, in 

general, you will find yourself with the most revisions to do once your 

first draft is complete.  Some of these character arcs may be kept in 
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mind as you write, but you will need to pay particular attention to their 

plausibility during revision. 

Having tried the organic way, I am currently a crossbreed writer.  My 

current novel notebook has pages of notes listing the high points that 

need to be covered within each story arc.  These are not nearly as 

defined as scenes in an outline!  Also sketched here are the character 

changes these circumstances will formulate. 

By developing these characteristics in a conscious manner, a plausible 

new motivation will creep in to replace the old one.  And just in time!  

Your MC needs this new attitude and incentive in order to pull off the 

daring stunts needed to compel the story through the climax and on to 

its natural conclusion. 

Beginnings, Middles & Ends 

By Nancy Kress 

Writer's Digest 

ISBN:0898799058 
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How Original Is Your Story? 

by Gabrielle Bradeen Hoyt 

©2003, Gabrielle Bradeen Hoyt 

  

T
he subject of how to steal a story has been covered before, 

in ways much better than I can do, by both Holly Lisle and 

Gerri Baker -- which is ironic, since the theme of this article 

is originality. However, I think I can add a new technique to the time-

honored tradition of "literary liberation." And that's the point here: to 

add something new. 

This really works best on an actual piece of paper, rather than on the 

computer or in your head. And remember: be honest with yourself. It's 

impossible to completely step away from your own work and ego, but 

do the best you can. Otherwise you'll end up with skewed results.  

THE SEED 

Ask yourself: why do I want to write a book based on someone else's? 

What grabs me? Ask yourself, what one thing about the original story 
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do I love? And you can't say "the plot" or "the characters;" really think 

about what you love in the original. 

This single element is called the seed. It has to be one distinct, 

concrete thing. Example: if Jurassic Park (the film) is the inspiration, 

maybe the seed is "dinosaurs" or maybe it's "haywire theme-park" or 

maybe it's "arrogant chaos theorist." 

Decide what it is about the original that you love. When you have it, 

write it at the top center of your paper. Circle it.   

COLUMNS 

You are going to create two columns. On the left-hand side of the 

paper, write the title of the inspiration story. On the right, put down 

your title. Underline them.   

CHARACTERS 

On the inspiration-story column (hereafter ISC), make a list of the 

main characters' names. Do the same for your version on the other 

column. 

Now: are any of your characters based directly on the inspiration? Put 

a star next to those that are. 
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Next, on the ISC, to the side of each character's name, write down 

their function in the plot. In the case of Jurassic Park (and this is my 

example because I have, several times, based my own stories upon 

it), Alan Grant = hero; Ellie = heroine and Grant's girlfriend; 

Hammond = well-intentioned villain; dinosaurs = man-eating 

obstacles. Do the same thing for your column. Do they match up in 

one or more functions? Put an additional star next to those that do.  

STORY 

In the ISC, describe the plot of the original in one sentence. 

Example: Jurassic Park again; "A millionaire revives dinosaurs, builds a 

theme-park around them, and invites visitors to the island, whereupon 

all hell breaks loose."  

In your column, write down your plot as succinctly as possible.  

KEYWORDS 

In the ISC, write down various, random keywords and phrases about 

the inspiration story. Everything you can think of. For Jurassic Park, 

this would be "dinosaurs, theme-park, chaos theory, paleontologists, 
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kids, raptors, science gone wrong, deaths of many characters, evil 

computer geek, destroying cars, T. rex," etc… 

Underline all the keywords in this list that can be found in your 

rendition.  

SETTING AND TIME 

Write down in what time period the original takes place. Write down 

what time yours does. Put a star next to yours if they're the same. 

Where is the original set? Where is yours? Write them, and then put a 

star next to yours if they're the same.  

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 

First, take a look back at your list. Be honest with yourself here. If 

you're not, the only person that loses is you. How many elements of 

your interpretation are identical, with minor alterations, to those in the 

original? How many stars and underlines do you have? 

The point of writing is to tell a story: one that is uniquely yours. There 

is no point in writing something that someone else has already written. 

Superficial changes will not hide a theft. 
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So ask yourself: what can I change? Do not think in terms merely of 

altering names, or changing location or anything minor. Think big.  

Do many of your characters resemble the those of the inspiration? 

Delete them. You probably don't need them. Does your plot need a 

toady? Is this toady essential to the plot? How different would the plot 

be without him? Get rid of all the characters you can. 

What did you write for your seed? A story is made up of many seeds. 

Jurassic Park is, as I've said, "dinosaurs," "haywire theme-park" and 

"arrogant chaos theorist," among others. But if I've decided that the 

one thing I love about the original is "arrogant chaos theorist" I don't 

need the dinosaurs or the theme-park. So get rid of them. Even that 

vastly changes the theme and plot.  

Then, further alter the seed. Make them Nazis or escaped tigers 

instead of dinosaurs. Why is my arrogant scientist a chaos theorist? 

Make him a physicist. Make him a woman. Switching genders can be a 

radical alteration to the narrative: men and women behave differently. 

But: every change you make must affect the story. They cannot 

exist in isolation. You cannot tell Jurassic Park with rampant alien 
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mutants and an arrogant physicist hero. It will not be Jurassic Park. It 

will be completely different. And that's a good thing. 

Everything must spring from the seed. The seed is what your story is 

about. All the other elements of the inspiration are unnecessary. Tell 

your tale without them. 

  

I highly recommend both of these theft-related articles: 

“How to (Legally and Ethically) Steal Ideas” by Holly Lisle at 

http://www.hollylisle.com/fm/Articles/wc3-3.html  

“How to Steal a Story” by Gerri Baker at  

http://www.fmwriters.com/Visionback/Issue%2015/stealstory.htm  

http://www.fmwriters.com/Visionback/Issue 15/stealstory.htm
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Consequences of Your Character's Actions 

by Linda Adams 

©2003, Linda Adams 

  

E
very action your character performs influences something 

else in the story.  Perhaps it's simply that character's next 

action, or it could be a plot complication, or the arc of the 

story.  Each action can have consequences that ripple through the 

entire story. 

But it's challenging to write with those effects in mind.  An action the 

character performed in Chapter One may influence what she does at 

the very end of the story as one action leads to another and that leads 

to another.  Just like a lie; the person tells one lie to conceal 

something.  But in order to conceal that lie, they have to tell another, 

and then another. 

However, most books do not take into account these actions and the 

rich tapestry they provide a story.  We've all read a book where a 

main character kills another person and simply walks away like she 
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hasn't taken a human life.  The character doesn't have to wallow in 

grief, but that action should create other ripples in the story because 

there are always consequences. 

In her book Sing the Light, Louise Marley's character Sira kills another 

woman in self-defense.  Her actions have consequences for her.  

Though the other characters would understand and forgive her, she 

cannot forgive herself.  That single action sets into motion a plot event 

that ripples not only throughout that book, but into the two that 

follow.  It ultimately helps her identify how to solve the core problem 

of the story. 

In Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, the fifth book in the 

series by J.K. Rowlings, Harry becomes so outraged with grief that he 

uses one of the Unforgivable Curses.  While it doesn't work properly, 

that action will undoubtedly have consequences in the sixth book. 

There are additional benefits to taking advantage of the consequences 

of your characters' actions, including unpredictability.  Have you ever 

read a book where you got halfway through and were able to predict 

the outcome?  It isn't that the ending was predictable -- it's that all 

the events and actions leading up to it were predictable.  In particular, 

formula writing[EBW1] tends to be very predictable.  You know the 

http://www.lazette.net/Vision/Issue17/advConsequences.htm
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character is going to do this, this, and this, and there's little deviation 

from it.  If you read the First North American Series by Kathleen 

O'Neal Gear and W. Michael Gear (People of the Lakes, People of the 

Mist, etc.), for example, you know that the stories become predictable 

because the characters' actions are always the same.  Using actions 

and consequences can expand possibilities. 

Using the consequences can also help increase the suspense, 

particularly if you can use it to keep the outcome unknown.  In Grave 

Peril, the third book in the Dresden Files series by Jim Butcher, Harry 

Dresden makes decision after decision that digs him into deeper and 

deeper trouble.  He is in so much trouble that when you near the end 

you wonder "How is he going to get out of this alive?" 

To use consequences in your own writing, think about how you would 

react if you had to deal with the situation.  Think about how your 

friend or spouse might deal with it.  Consider also how other people 

will react to that action.  That is, if your character kills another person, 

how do the other characters react?  Again, there's that ripple effect -- 

those actions just don't affect a small portion of the story; they affect 

every aspect of it. 
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Even if you're not sure where the consequences of an action will go in 

the remainder of the story, put it in anyway.  It will plant a seed in 

your mind of something that you can work with later on.  In our 

current work in progress, Valley of Bones, my co-writer and I put in 

numerous actions with possible consequences though we weren't sure 

what their outcome would be.  Nearly every one of them has rippled 

through to the end of the story and has an impact on the conclusion.  

Every opportunity we could, we touched on that action and the impact 

it had on the characters. 

No matter how small the action is, if you take the time to use it to 

your best advantage, your story will have a rich tapestry of 

characterization and unpredictability.  But the biggest benefit of all is 

that it'll keep your readers turning pages. 
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Linda Adams is co-writing a women's action adventure thriller 

set in the Shenandoah Valley during the Civil War.  Visit her 

website at http://www.hackman-adams.com . 

http://www.hackman-adams.com/
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Clocks of Your World 

By Shana Perry Norris 

©2003, Shana Perry Norris 

W
hen I began working on my first fantasy novel a year 

ago, I soon came to a problem that stumped me: how 

do the people of my world track the time of day? This 

was a pre-technological world, with only limited magic. I knew that 

they already used the phases of the moon to determine months and 

the cycling of the seasons to determine years, but I had no idea how 

they determined the passage of time within a day. 

To solve my dilemma, I turned to researching the evolution of 

timepieces within human society on our own planet. Ancient 

civilizations developed calendars at the beginning of time in order to 

keep track of when to plant and harvest crops or when to plan 

nomadic behavior, but it was only 5000 to 6000 years ago that people 

began developing clocks in order to mark the passage of time within a 

day. Before timepieces, the first means of measuring time was by 

simply using the position of the sun in the sky. People would use the 

sun's position to arrange meeting times. With this method, your 

character would point at a place in the sky on the sun's path. The 
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second character would know that the first character intended to meet 

at a certain place when the sun was at the indicated position. 

The Scandinavians used this method, except that they related the 

position of the sun to objects below that position, such as mountains. 

They divided the daylight sky into eight parts, called eighths. These 

sections were identified by the mountains beneath the marks, which 

lead to mountains being named after certain times of the day. Each 

eighth had its own name. For more information on these daymarks, 

how they were divided and their names, visit http://hea-

www.harvard.edu/ECT/Daymarks/. 

By using the position of the sun to tell time, the only accurate 

measurements were sunrise, midday, and sunset. Shadow lengths 

were used to determine the time through the rest of the day, which led 

to the creation of sundials. The earliest sundials were merely poles 

planted into the ground, later becoming stone columns or pyramids. 

The earliest known Egyptian sundials, obelisks, were built around 3500 

BC. The sundial eventually changed into the form we know now, a 

round plate with an upright part protruding from the center. Markers 

were added around the sundial's base, dividing the day into sections. 

These sundials were usually very large and heavy, not something to be 

http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ECT/Daymarks/
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ECT/Daymarks/
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carried on a journey. What if your character was far from any home or 

village that might have a sundial? I discovered that by the 10th 

century, various forms of pocket sundials were in use. 

While sundials in some parts of the world were marked only for midday 

and four "tides" to indicate important daylight hours, other sundials 

were marked to divide a day into twelve parts, from sunrise to sunset. 

This 12-hour division came into use in Egypt around 1500 BC. The 

shadow clock used at that time was composed of a long stem, with 

five variably spaced marks. This clock measured ten parts of the day, 

with two twilight sections added to mark morning and evening. The 

stem was oriented east and west in the morning, with an elevated 

crossbar on the eastern end to cast a moving shadow over the marks. 

At midday, the clock would be turned to the opposite direction to 

measure the afternoon hours. 

Using a water clock was another way of marking the passage of time, 

especially during the night, and was one of the first methods of 

timekeeping that did not involve the study of the celestial bodies. 

There were three ways that these water clocks could work. One 

method was allowing the water to drip out. The clock was a bowl with 

a small hole in the bottom, which allowed water to drip out at a 
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constant rate. Another method was allowing water to fill a container at 

a constant rate, with markings on the inside of the bowl to mark hours 

as the water level rose. The third method also let water into the bowl, 

but the bowl was placed in a large container of water. The bowl slowly 

filled from a hole in the bottom and passage of time was indicated by 

how long it took for the bowl to fill and sink. 

Later, water clocks became more advanced, being made to ring bells 

or open doors to reveal miniature people, or even to move dials or 

replicas of the universe. These water clocks were also used to keep 

track of time during speeches at government assemblies. When the 

water ran out, the speaker had to leave the podium, even if he hadn't 

yet made his point! 

No one knows when the hourglass was first used, but it was composed 

of two bulb ends made of glass, connected by a thin neck. The rate at 

which the sand, water, or mercury fell through the neck from the top 

bulb into the bottom determined the passage of time. Hourglasses in 

your stories do not have to mark just the passage of hours--you could 

have hourglasses of various sizes to mark the passage of minutes, 

days, or even weeks. The only limit is your imagination and the size of 

the room in which your character stores these hourglasses.  
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Fire was also put to use in marking time. The Ancient Chinese marked 

the passage of hours by burning incense. Candles were used as early 

timepieces in parts of the world as well. Different lengths of candles or 

incense sticks would mark the passage of different amounts of time. 

The earliest alarm clocks were developed from "candle clocks." A nail 

would be pushed into the wax and when the candle had burned down 

to that point, the nail would fall into a tin pan positioned below the 

candle, most likely providing a startled awakening for the sleeping 

person. 

On the other hand, your world can have mechanical clocks and still be 

a pre-technological society. The first mechanical clocks on Earth began 

appearing during the early to mid-fourteenth century, using weights to 

power them, though they were large and usually only used in towers in 

the center of town. The entire town would rely on these public clocks 

to keep time since they were often too expensive for the average 

citizen to own. Spring-powered clocks were developed in 1510 and 

pendulum clocks were developed in 1656. 

Determine what types of timepieces are essential for your world and 

what advances they would have made at their point in time. The 

ancient timepieces I mentioned above should help you in determining 
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how the people of your world would track the hours of a day, if they 

have need to know the time. Let your imagination free in developing 

clocks for your characters to use. 

Below are a few of the links that I found helpful in my research and 

that contain more information on some of the clocks I listed above: 

http://physics.nist.gov/GenInt/Time/ancient.html  

http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ECT/Daymarks/  

http://www.ernie.cummings.net/clock.htm 

http://physics.nist.gov/GenInt/Time/ancient.html
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/ECT/Daymarks/
http://www.ernie.cummings.net/clock.htm
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Writing through the Blues 

By Kimmy Cole 

©2003, Kimmy Cole 

  

E
verybody gets the blues sometimes.  Your car won't start, 

you're late for work, your manuscript was rejected, and 

dinner burned.  Days like that are enough to get anybody 

down.  Even worse is when someone you love leaves you or passes on. 

Some people, though, feel sad even when nothing's gone wrong.  

When this goes on for long periods it is often diagnosed as 

depression.  Depression is an illness, which is believed to be linked to 

serotonin levels in the brain.  It is characterized by a lack of energy, 

changes in eating habits, trouble sleeping (or sleeping too much), 

feelings of despair or apathy, and a loss of interest in your usual 

activities. 

Anyone can get depression.  It is not a matter of something you don't 

do or do wrong.  Instead it's just a matter of your body chemistry, 

often combined with events in your past that made the problem worse, 

or gave you difficulties in coping with them.  Depression seems to run 
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in families, so there may be a genetic predisposition.  Also, 

interestingly, creative people seem to be especially prone to the 

problem. 

It is by no means uncommon for writers to suffer from depression.  

Along with the every day problems that this presents, writers must 

deal with the impact on their work.  If you have this problem you may 

find that you lose interest in your own work.  You may feel as if you 

(and by extension your work) are no good, and that you have nothing 

useful to share with the world. 

The first thing to remember is:  That is not true!  A tip that a friend 

recommended to me is to write up a list of your good qualities and 

achievements.  Be perfectly honest and include small things as well as 

big.  When you are having a very hard time, pull out the list and 

remind yourself how wonderful you are. 

It is very difficult to write while in the middle of a depressive cycle.  

Some authors choose to press on and get the words on the page 

regardless of the quality they seem to have.  Often they find that the 

pages look much better the next day (or the next week). 
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If that doesn't work for you, switching gears might help.  If you 

routinely write fiction, switch to nonfiction for a few days -- or poetry, 

or personal essays.  Anything different could work.  Hopefully you will 

find that this new area of work gives you room to stretch your wings. 

Finally, if you find that you absolutely cannot come up with a single 

original word, quit writing.  Not completely, of course.  But stop trying 

to produce workable copy from scratch.  Pull out that story you 

finished last month and do some revisions.  Run through your last 

nonfiction article for line edits.  Or head down to the library to work on 

research for your next book.  You may find that this type of 

mechanical work will help to free yourself from creative expectations 

that are harder to meet when you're down. 

No matter which of those options you choose, the important thing is to 

keep working.  There are many ways to help make this possible even 

on the hardest days. 

Positive reinforcement is invaluable to a writer in a depressive slump.  

Take a look at those acceptance letters, or the positive rejections.  

Read the positive comments in your critiques.  Anything to remind 

yourself of the good accomplishments you've had in the past and are 

sure to have again.  
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You may be asking yourself why you should try so hard to keep 

writing.  If you aren't in the mood, would it be better to wait until 

things are feeling better?  Maybe just a few days spent hiding under 

the covers will make things look better to you. 

The fact is that hiding from your depression doesn't help anything.  If 

you've gotten this far as a writer, you know how important writing is 

to you.  "Writer" isn't just a term, it's a self description.  It's a big part 

of who you are.  Letting go of that because of depression will only 

make you feel worse. 

Another reason is a very simple one:  keeping busy.  Most 

psychologists will tell you that brooding over how you feel is sure to 

lengthen recovery time.  If you are writing, or at least working towards 

your writing, you are busy.  You are useful.  You are creating 

something, and you are moving towards your goals.  That is the best 

thing you can do for a depressive episode. 

Finally, depression can make you feel incredibly badly inside.  Writing 

is just one way to help soothe that unhappiness.  Just the act of 

putting words on the page can help to bring a type of inner peace.  

Every moment of feeling better that you give yourself is a moment of 

health stolen from the depression. 
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Always remember that you are more than your depression.  You are a 

writer, and you have things to say that the world needs to hear.  

Remember that, and strive to make it feel real even on those days 

when it seems a waste of time.  You are worthwhile.  Your writing is 

worthwhile.  Strive to stick with it and you can only succeed. 
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Some Advice for Selling Nonfiction 

By Filip Wiltgren 

©2003, Filip Wiltgren 

  

B
eing a fiction writer doesn't always pay the bills, and that's 

where dabbling in journalism can work wonders. Nonfiction 

markets pay better and are quite easy to sell to due to their 

high throughput. Here is some advice that might help you get your 

articles sold.  

Disclaimer: I'm based in Sweden so this advice is based on Swedish 

conditions. But as far as I hear they're pretty similar to conditions 

around the globe.  

Sell first, write later 

In the fiction market, unless your name is King or Clancy, you need to 

finish your tale to make the sale. 

But writing for a nonfiction market the opposite is often true. This is 

because newspapers, and to a lesser extent magazines, are built 

around the ads. 
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Three quarters of the income of a regular, morning paper comes from 

ads. The ad department gets first shot at the pages and after that the 

articles are fitted around them. So your article has to fit what the 

editors want which is easiest achieved by asking them first. 

The proper procedure for making a sale consists of calling the 

freelance editor or the managing editor of whatever topic you wish to 

write about, and presenting your idea. If the editor is interested he'll 

then set the length of the article, hammer out the angle of the story 

with you (unless he accepts yours without changes).  He might ask 

whether you can provide pictures and state how much he's willing to 

pay for such an article. 

On occasion the editor might be interested but not sure if you can 

handle the assignment, especially if you have no reputation and can't 

show a clip archive. You might be able to sway him by offering to write 

the article “on spec”, i.e. on a speculative basis. It's like writing fiction, 

you write but get no assurance that your article will be published. Even 

if writing on spec try discussing your salary now, if you write first you'll 

be in a worse bargaining position. 
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Don't sell yourself short 

The pay in the nonfiction market is vastly higher than in the fiction 

market. Whereas a fiction market is considered pro if it pays more 

than 3 cents per word a normal rate for the nonfiction market (at least 

here in Sweden) is 15 cents -- per character. That's just short of a 

dollar per word. 

This is because a freelance journalist has to cover all the costs, such 

as phones, travel, insurance and taxes, and still make enough profit to 

live of his writing. 

The editors I've been in contact with all agree that they instantly spot 

if a writer is professional by the wage he demands. Hobby writers are 

often in awe of the idea of getting published, and thus willing to write 

for free or for a nominal fee. 

Ironically enough trying to sell your work at bargain prices only makes 

it harder to get published. 

Sometimes the price is discussed in days, as in how long it will take 

you to research, prepare and write the article. According to guidelines 

from the Swedish Journalists Association a full days work (8 hours) 
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should be worth around $800. In reality the pay is often less, but 

seldom lower than $400 per day. 

Remember to ask whether they want exclusive rights. If so the price 

goes up. Online rights? Same thing. Today the standard is one year of 

web publishing included in the price of the article, anything above that 

should get you more money. 

You can also try getting a kill fee -- that is what you get paid if the 

publication cancels your project. Usually as a beginning writer you get 

no kill fee but it doesn't hurt to ask, especially if you think they're very 

interested. 

Sometimes you can persuade a short-on-cash editor by offering 

cheaper second, or shared, serial rights. That means that if you find 

another paper willing to publish the article you'll sell it to them too. 

This can backfire though. I know several magazines (but not daily 

papers) that do not accept second serial rights.  

Look for the not so obvious markets 

A common error I often made was to look at the subject of an article I 

wanted to write and then look for papers or magazines that printed 

stories of that type. 
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Such papers are already overrun with similar articles. So getting 

published requires a very high level of skill, knowledge of the subject 

and a reputation for doing good work. 

On the other hand, a local newspaper might be willing to publish a 

specialized story if you can link it to something in their area. Recently I 

sold an article about a chain mail armorer to a local newspaper 

because he happened to attend a convention in the city. 

Selling to a non-obvious market has the advantage that you'll probably 

be the only one selling that kind of article. If they're interested you'll 

have no competition. 

Some beginning writers worry that the paper will steal their idea. I've 

never heard of that happening. Not only would the paper set itself up 

for a legal process, but often the paper does not have the resources or 

expertise to write about your subject. That's why they're hiring a 

freelancer.  

Remember the bill 

The freelancer calls and complains that he hasn't been paid. 

"Well", replies the weary editor, "you have to send us a bill first." 
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A bad joke amongst freelancers but also a situation that most editors 

I've spoken with have encountered. 

So don't forget to send the bill. Money doesn't show up by itself! 

Things to think about when writing a bill: 

•        your name / the name of your company if you have one 

•        the name of the editor to whom you sold the article  

•        the name of the publication 

•        the title, or designated name, of the article(s) 

•        the conditions of the sale (exclusive/non-exclusive, online rights 

etc.) 

•        the agreed upon price 

•        how the money should be paid (bank account, money order, 

postal draft etc.) 

•        the latest pay by date, usually 20 or 30 days after the bill is sent 

•        the consequences of missing the pay by date (such as incurring 

extra fees or penalties) 
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•        the date the bill is printed and sent 

•        a bill number that the publication can refer to (I use the date and 

a number such as 20030617001) 

In addition to this you may need to include taxes, such as VAT. Check 

with your local tax or IRS office. Usually taxes aren't included in the 

price of the article so you make a little bit extra here, but you have to 

pay that to the government.  

Send a confirmation letter 

After you've managed to sell your article it's a good idea to mail the 

editor a short summary of what you have agreed upon. This is to 

ensure that both of you have the same idea of what is required of you. 

It's not fun to write an article and have it returned with an angry letter 

stating your incompetence and the slim chances you have of ever 

making a sale to that publication again.  

Never, ever miss your deadlines 

If you feel that you might miss a deadline call the editor immediately. 

You might feel humiliated, but even professionals miss their deadlines. 
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The key thing here is to tell the editor ahead of time. He might be able 

to shift other articles around, or pull something from the archives. 

But if he's about to go to print and your article still hasn't shown up 

and he doesn't know why, he won't buy from you again. Ever. There 

are millions of hopefuls who want to sell him material.  He has no need 

to hire those who aren't reliable. 

If you're selling a feature story you might get away with breaking the 

deadline if you tell the editor. But remember, if you're selling a news 

story, tomorrow it may no longer be news. 

It's often better to send in a somewhat rough story than to miss a 

deadline. Of course, a shabby story lowers your chances to make a 

sale again but, in my opinion, it won't antagonize the editor as much 

as missing a deadline.  

Dare to write nonfiction as fiction 

There is a truism in the news media. Begin with the five questions of 

WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHO and HOW. 
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That means to get all the facts across as early as possible. It comes 

from the days of manual typesetting when the typesetter cut a long 

article from the end, chopping of words until it fit on the page. 

But in today's world of editing software there are no typesetters, and 

the editor can cut words wherever he wants. That means that articles 

can once again be written using a correct dramatic structure. 

Not all editors like this. Many older editors insist on the five-question 

format. But more and more the skills needed to be a successful fiction 

writer are necessary to be a successful nonfiction writer. 

So if you can, try writing your article using all the tools in your writer's 

toolbox. And if the editor doesn't like that he'll just ask you to change 

the format. No big deal. 

Just remember that using all the tools doesn't mean changing reality. 

Nonfiction is just that -- Not fiction. Don't invent things that aren't 

there to make a story better. If you're found out just once you blow 

your chances of being published in a nonfiction market again.  
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Get a portfolio 

Editors are often wary of buying from an unknown source. They've 

never met you, never heard of you and don't know whether you're 

reliable. 

That's when you whip out your portfolio and show them your clip 

archive. What? No clip archive? Then create one. 

Write some articles for online magazines and non-paying magazines. 

Even if you don't make much money from this you'll be able to point 

and say "Sir, for a sample of my work please read my stories in 

Beehive Monthly." If you've never been published at all build a website 

with your work samples. That's what some successful writers do, so 

why not you? 

BTW, Vision is a good start for your portfolio, you know...  

Say you're a fiction writer 

Don't be afraid to use your fiction experience as a bargaining chip. 

Being a published fiction writer is often considered of merit in the 

newspaper community. That means you're a good and creative word-

smith and perhaps a breath of fresh air in a stale environment. Many 
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journalists crank out formulaic articles that are the same every day. 

You, as a fiction writer, will be innovative and interesting to read.  

And that sells both newspapers and articles.  
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Book Review 

Sometimes the Magic Works by Terry Brooks 

A Review by Peggy Kurilla 

©2003, Peggy Kurilla 

  

O
ne complaint that is frequently voiced about how-to-write 

books is a dearth of material concerning specific genres.  

In fantasy and science fiction, for instance, until recently 

Orson Scott Card's How to Write Science Fiction and Fantasy was one 

of the few available.  In the last two years, though, there have been 

offerings from David Gerrold (Worlds of Wonder) and Stephen King 

(On Writing), both of which have been reviewed in prior issues of 

Vision.  This year, Terry Brooks has added to the mix with Sometimes 

the Magic Works: Lessons from a Writing Life, published by Del Rey 

(ISBN 0-345-45828-1).   

What makes Brooks' book different from many of the other how-to-

write books out there is that when he discusses his rules of writing, he 

does so within the context of an invented story that illustrates how he 

would apply each of his rules.  The rules themselves are nothing new 
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(i.e., Show, don't tell), but Brooks makes them enjoyable to read and 

gives concrete examples at the same time. 

Brooks gives a ten-word formula for success as a writer of long fiction: 

Read, read, read. 

Outline, outline, outline. 

Write, write, write. 

Repeat. 

We all know it's never as easy as this, but he uses the formula as an 

introduction to his style of outlining and why he feels it is most useful.  

He is never condescending to others who write differently, but he does 

have a point to make and makes it with eloquence. 

Brooks also discusses the importance of what he calls "dream time."  

Other writers might call it pre-planning, or thinking the story through.  

Whatever name it goes by, it is the time during which the story 

develops and takes shape before a word is written.  Brooks says every 

author does it, even though some don't do this stage until revision.  

He prefers doing it up front so that he can do one draft, one revision, 

and be done. 
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The two chapters that should be together, but are instead separated, 

are the chapters in which Brooks discusses the two screenplay 

adapations he has done: the horrible experience he had adapting 

Hook, and the wonderful experience he had adapting The Phantom 

Menace.  For writers who are contemplating doing novelizations, the 

chapters would be better presented together as reference material.  

For the rest of us, the two stories would be more entertaining if 

presented back-to-back in more of a comparison/contrast format. 

Brooks appears to have separated the stories to give some indication 

of the amount of time that passed between the two events, which is 

not completely necessary, as he makes it clear at the end of the Hook 

chapter that he refused to do another adaptation for eight years. 

One of the difficulties facing a modern fantasy writer is changing 

worlds and not losing readers.  Brooks has done this twice--once with 

the Magic Kingdom novels, and then with the Word and Void books--

with differing results.  The Magic Kingdom books are now almost as 

popular as his Shannara books; the Word and Void books have yet to 

find their audience.  Brooks discusses his naive assumption that his 

readers would follow him into whatever territory he chose to explore 

and the fallout after each of his deviations.  For anyone planning a 

writing career, this section provides food for thought. 
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Although at US$22.95 for 197 pages (at this writing it is only available 

in hardback edition) Sometimes the Magic Works is moderately 

expensive, it is filled with information, advice, and anecdotes from one 

of today's best-selling fantasy authors, and is well worth a read. 
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Web Review:   

The Internet History Sourcebook Project 

Reviewed By Maria Gianakos 

©2003, Maria Giankos 

  

T
he Internet History Sourcebook Project: 

 http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/  

Unless you have access to an exceptional local library -- 

usually ones associated with colleges, and therefore hard for the 

average person to get into -- doing research on Ancient history can be 

difficult.  Ordering specific books from stores can be one answer, 

though it is both time consuming and a gamble.  After all, if you 

haven't seen the book, how can you be sure it's actually going to hold 

the material you need? 

Nothing can compare to having a very good book on a subject that you 

need in depth information about, but what if your need is considerably 

less broad? 

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/
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Searching the Internet has become a favorite way to fill in small gaps.  

However, therein lays another problem.  The Internet not only 

overflows with information, it also overflows with misinformation. 

A site like the Internet History Sourcebook Project can help allay some 

of those fears.  While there is doubtlessly some material in the project 

that might be questionable, the overall collection is excellent.  In the 

words of the founder:  

The Internet History Sourcebooks are collections of public 

domain and copy-permitted historical texts presented cleanly 

(without advertising or excessive layout) for educational use. 

... The Internet History Sourcebooks Project [IHSP] is a 

world wide web project designed to provide easy access to 

primary sources and other teaching materials in a non-

commercial environment.  It was developed and is edited by Paul 

Halsall with the aid of numerous other contributors.  

  

Unfortunately, the site seems to have been abandoned about two 

years ago, and now many of the links are out of date and dead.  This 
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is troublesome, but there is still a considerable wealth of information 

to be found if you're willing to sift through the material.   

The sourcebooks are set up in three divisions:  Internet Ancient 

History Sourcebook, Internet Medieval Sourcebook, and the Internet 

Modern History Sourcebook.  There are also many subsidiary 

sourcebooks based on themes that include African history, Women's 

history, Global history and more. 

Another breakdown of material is in the form of themes, and these 

include traveler's stories and legal histories. 

Taking advantage of this site, a person can track down many bits of 

information about historical incidents, as well as getting a feel for a 

time and place. The site also offers school book-like listings. 

It is easy to get lost in the joy of following the sites numerous links to 

various sources.  Unfortunately, like many such sites, a number of the 

links are now dead.  While that can prove annoying at times, it is still 

no worse than the average dead link or wasted time spent with an Alta 

Vista or Google search, and at least in this case a person is guaranteed 

to be heading toward something that really is related to the subject. 
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Good News From Forward Motion 

Latest publishing news from our members. 

Member Wen Spencer is the 2003 John W. Campbell award 

winner! 

 

Holly Lisle sold her novel  

"Midnight Rain!" 

Watch for more news in 

future editions of Vision! 

Holly's latest book is in the 

bookstores!  If you can't find it order 

it from your local book stores!  (This 

is better for authors than ordering on-

line -- it keeps their numbers up where they count!) 
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Cover work for Holly's new novel, Vincallis the 

Agitator 

Look for it in bookstores now! 

Holly Lisle's acclaimed trilogy THE SECRET TEXTS is 

the epic adventure of heroes battling a resurrected 

evil that had nearly destroyed the world a millennium before. Now 

Holly Lisle take readers back to the days of that ancient apocalypse -- 

and to the decadent heart of a fantastic, doomed empire . . .  

Glory of the Dragons 

Based on a science of sorcery called Dragon magic, the Hars Ticlarim is 

a miraculous place of mansions built on clouds and gardens blooming 

diamonds beneath canopies of captive stars. But this incomparable 

beauty hides a dark core: Dragon magic draws its power from the 

agony of slaves who are killed for sorcerous fuel. And for three 

thousand years, no one has dared question the empire's inhuman 

cruelty . . . until now. 
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Wraith, a boy with an uncanny power, seeks the art to foment a 

revolution within the Hars Ticlarim. Solander, a brilliant young mage, 

believed he has discovered a totally new form of magic. Luercas, a 

sadistic noble, will commit any crime that furthers his ambition. All 

three are clever, resolute, driven -- and naive. For they challenge the 

rulers of a globe-spanning power that has endured for millennia -- 

rulers who will do anything to stay in power forever . . . 

Holly Lisle's current books -- on the stands now!  

  

 

Holly Lisle's Talyn and Romantic Fantasy 

#2 have sold to Tor!  

 

*Sheila Kelly (aka S.L. Viehl/Gena Hale/Jessica Hall/Rebecca Kelly) 

Sold an as of yet untitled Christmas adult Christian fiction novel, to 

Guideposts International Book and Media Division, rush deadline of 
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September, to be released December 2003. This is the fourth book 

she's sold  to Guideposts since November.  

S.L. Viehl was made an offer from the Science Fiction Book Club to 

make her novel Blade Dancer a featured alternate selection.   

 

*Wen Spencer has been nominated for the Campbell award as best 

new genre writer of the year. AND SHE WON! 

 

*Tamara Siler Jones has sold Ghosts in the Snow, the first book in a 

three book contract, to Bantam Dell. 

  

*John McMullen made his first short story sale. 

 

 

*Izzy545 reports the sale of a short story, "Duck, Turtle, Tadpole," to 

the children's e-zine Jellybean. 
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*Jean Rosestar also reports a first story sale. 

 

*Cathii has had both a poem and her e-guide "29 Ways to Quit 

Overeating" accepted for publication. 

 

*Robert Sloan made a sale to Veinglory. 

 

*Phoenixfury has been asked by Penguin Putnam Senior Editor Sharon 

November to join the Firebird editorial board. 

 

*Jodi Ralston saw her first published story in an anthology from 

Fantasque. 

 

*Justin Stanchfield sold stories to Fortean Bureau, Phobos 

Entertainment, Chaos Theory and Far Sector, and saw his story 
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"Beneath This Empty Sky" reprinted in the Best of Penumbric 

anthology. 

 

*Grace Tierny sold an article "Writing for Peanuts" to FundsForWriters 

Jr. 

 

*Kiervan's first fiction sale, for the story "Interview," was made to 

Monster's Ink. 

 

*Lazette Gifford sold her chap book "Honor Bound" to Yard Dog Press. 

Lazette Gifford's current publications can be found at 

http://lazette.net  

  

http://lazette.net/
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How to Join Forward Motion 

   

T
he community came into existence for several reasons. First, 

I hadn't been able to be a part of a writers' group or attend 

conventions in a few years, and knew that situation wouldn't 

be changing in the foreseeable future, and I missed the company of 

readers. Second, I am fortunate to be able to do the thing I enjoy 

most for a living, and I wanted to be able to help others who shared 

my obsession find their way to living their dreams. Third, I knew a lot 

of people -- writers and readers - - who I thought should meet each 

other. 

When the Internet suddenly erupted with free, easy-to-use 

community-building tools, I suddenly had the solution to bringing 

those many people together and sharing what I knew with them and 

letting them share what they knew with me and each other.  

The community has three sections -- public boards, which anyone can 

read and in most cases anyone can post to; private boards, where 
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writers can post sections of works-in-progress and receive critiques of 

them; and restricted boards, which include the Young Writers' Scene, 

and boards for various classes. The private areas require community 

membership and are password-protected to preserve all publication 

rights for each author's use. The restricted boards further require 

submission of an application -- in the case of Young Writers' Scene, to 

make sure the applicant is under seventeen years of age; and in the 

case of Erotica & Sensual Fiction, to make sure the applicant is 

eighteen years of age or older and that it is legal for him or her to 

participate in a board containing erotic content. All restricted class 

boards will have application procedures posted as new classes open.  

To participate in the public boards , all you have to do is read them 

and post to them. If you register with the community, you gain the 

ability to post in HTML and use signatures, add your picture or avatar 

to your posts, use our private messaging and e-mail systems, rate 

other posts and other users, edit your posts, and so on. But in most 

cases there's no requirement to do either. (The Rants board, due to a 

short-lived problem with trolls, requires membership to post.)  

To participate in the private portion of the community, where you can 

receive crits on your own work and crit the works of other writers and 
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participate in various writing exercises, dares, and challenges, you 

must join the community. You will have to be logged in to gain access 

to the private boards.  

Anyone may join the community. Simple click this link: 

http://fmwriters.com/community/dc/dcboard.php?az=register and fill 

out an application. Membership is free and approval is automatic. The 

excellent site moderators can help you find your way to topics of 

interest to you, crit circles that can help you, and ongoing projects, 

challenges, exercises, workshops, articles, and contests that might 

inspire you.  

We have a good group of people in the Forward Motion community. 

Come look us over, introduce yourself, take part in a few 

conversations -- or jump straight into the deep water and start 

working on your book or short story.  

We're here to help you make long-cherished dreams turn into reality. I 

hope you'll join us.  

Holly Lisle 

http://fmwriters.com/community/dc/dcboard.php?az=register
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Masthead 

Vision is published bi-monthly and gives preference to articles 

submitted by people who belong to the Forward Motion Writer's 

Community.  Joining the community is free, and it's a great 

resource for upcoming writers.  However, we will be happy to look 

at any articles that will help writers. 

Guidelines for Vision 

Holly Lisle And Lazette Gifford, Publishers 

Holly@hollylisle.com 

zette@hollylisle.com 

If you have any questions, or would like to propose an article for an 

upcoming issue, feel free to drop a line to either of the editors 

below.  We look forward to hearing from you! 

• Lazette Gifford (zette) -- Managing Editor, Vision E-Zine  

zette@hollylisle.com  

http://www.lazette.net/Vision/join.htm
http://www.lazette.net/Vision/guidelines.htm
mailto:Holly@hollylisle.com
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/lazette-gifford-intro.html
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
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Submitting to Vision 

A note from Lazette Gifford, Managing Editor  

I've been Managing Editor for Vision for two and a half years now 

since our very first issue.  For most of that time we have had a set of 

easy to follow guidelines for submissions.  You can find them, right 

there under Guidelines.  

I suspect that most people never bother to look at them.  People who 

should know better send me material formatted wrong, or without 

information I really need. (Title and author at the top of an article is a 

really good idea...)  

This is understandable in some part.  Vision is the first publication for 

a number of people.  In fact, part of the purpose of the ezine is to give 

new writers a chance to experience the process. I rarely turn down 

any article, and usually then only if it is far outside the realm of writing 

topics.  If an article needs extensive edits, I do the editing and send it 

back to the author who can then go back over the material and rework 

it to sound more like her writing rather than mine.  
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However, starting with the next issue, if something is not formatted 

properly I will return it to the author with a link to the guidelines.  The 

more time I have to spend doing silly stuff like taking out indents (and 

if you don't use the auto indent option on Word, that means taking 

each one out by hand), finding ISBNs for books mentioned, removing 

html code (only links can be in code), etc., the less time I have to 

work with writers on the material itself.  I run out of time because of 

unnecessary editing like this, as well as late arriving material, and I 

end up editing to suit me, and with no time for a turn around with the 

writers.  This can be frustrating for both them and me.  

Following guidelines also means getting material in by the deadline.  

June 1,2003 is the deadline for the next issue.  I will ask for material 

after June 1 if I find that I need something to fill out the issue, 

however, with the rare exceptions of some people I know who won't 

need editing, I really don't want to get material with less than a week 

to go before the issue is due to be published.  

I don't think this is unreasonable.  I put a great deal of time and 

energy into Vision, and besides getting about 2000 hits a month, the 

ezine has drawn good attention from outside sources.  People who 

write for Writer's Digest have offered me articles, and a number of 
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people talked to me about Vision at the last World Con I attended.  

Even though we don't pay for articles, we are considered, in 

production values, a pro-level ezine. This is pretty remarkable.  

One of the fun aspects of working on Vision is helping a new writer 

find an article subject, and then helping them through the steps of 

refining the idea and writing and editing it.  However, as I pointed out 

previously, I have less time to do that if I have to rework too many 

articles just to fit the guidelines.  

Vision general runs, in the PDF version, between 160 and 200 pages. 

That's a lot of material to edit, format, and make into three distinct 

versions (html, PDF and Palm) every two months.  

So, here are the things I want the rest of you to consider when you're 

writing an article for Vision:  

•  Read the Guidelines and follow them.  If you have a question about 

the guidelines, email me at zette@sff.net or vision@lazette.net and 

ask me.  

•  Don't write an article and send it off without proofing.  In fact, read 

it more than once.  Let it set a day, even if you are running a bit late.  

I would rather have a well edited late article then a messy one on 

mailto:zette@sff.net
mailto:vision@lazette.net
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time.  

•  Don't worry about the theme of the upcoming issue -- I want 

anything that has to do with writing, from how you think up a story to 

your finding a proper pen.   

•  If you love writing, and have anything at all that you can offer to 

other writers, consider writing 500-2000 words for one of the 

upcoming issues.  Have favorite writing-related books or web sites that

you think could help fellow writers?  Consider writing a short review for

them.  I am especially in need of web site reviews!  

•  Write early.  The earlier I get articles, the better things go all the 

way around.  

•  Did I mention the guidelines?  

Writing for Vision is a lot easier than most people assume, and a few 

of our writers have gone on to sell material they first published in 

Vision, or to use the 'sale' as part of a resume to get a job at some 

other publication.  

So, let's work together and get the next issues done.  

Oh, and do go read the guidelines...  
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Guidelines 

We will happily consider writing-related manuscripts from either 

unpublished or published writers. We are interested in all facets of 

writing, from first- person experience articles to genre-specific how-

to’s and informational articles about your area of specialization – 

whether it be history or science or nursing or long-distance running 

– and how and where your specialty can be used correctly by 

writers. Write something that will help other writers, and we’ll be 

interested in taking a look. 

We are a non-paying market with a 100% volunteer staff. In return 

for your work, you get as many copies of the e-zine as you care to 

download, and our sincere thanks. Your work will make a nice tear-

sheet to present when selling other work, but it doesn’t count as a 

professional market because we can’t afford to pay. 

On the other hand, the e-zine is also free. 

We use only non-exclusive serial rights; what this means is that you 

can sell your piece elsewhere before, during, or after you have 

placed it with us. However – and this is very important for you to 

keep in mind – if you place a piece with us that has not been 
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published elsewhere, we will be using your First Serial Rights, which 

means they will not be available for sale elsewhere. Reprint rights 

are harder to sell. And back issues will be available from the site  

for as long as I can keep them there, as a reference for new people 

coming into the site. 

We strive to maintain professional standards.  Manuscripts must be 

professionally formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical 

errors as you can make them, and in what you perceive to be final 

draft form. We will not welcome massive rewrites of a piece after 

we have accepted it – when we accept it, we consider it pretty close 

to finished, and will only edit it to our standards. If we feel that it 

need massive rewrites, we won’t accept it. 

If you have any questions, or wish to query about an article, email  

Lazette Gifford. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Holly Lisle and Lazette Gifford 

Publishers, Vision 

mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
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Expanded Submission Guidelines: 

Articles must be at least 500 words with 2000 words as the 'soft' 

top.  I'm willing to go over that count if the article needs it.  

Check your spelling and grammar!  Also, if you are from a 

country that does not use US spelling conventions, let me know in 

the email.  That will stop me from making several 'corrections' 

before I realize they aren't mistakes.    

PLACE YOUR TITLE AND YOUR NAME AT THE TOP OF THE 

DOCUMENT.  I hate having to go search through emails, checking 

attachments, to figure whose article I'm actually reading.   

Use one of these fonts: Courier, Courier New, Times New Roman, 

Verdana or Arial, 12pt.  

Double space your manuscript.  

Do not indent . 

I would like submissions to be made in either Word Doc files, or .rtf 

files, and as attachments to the email. (I believe that WordPerfect 

allows .rtf saves, doesn't it?)  If you use Works, a regular file will 
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do, although (at least in the 4.5 version I have), this program also 

allows for an .rtf file save.   

A plain text copy (.txt) can be sent, but be certain to mark any 

italics like this: *before and after the section in italics*, and bold 

likes this: _before and after anything in bold._  If you cannot do 

attachments, use the body of the letter as the last resort.   

Indicate book titles with italics.  And yes, that means if you are 

doing a Word doc or rtf that you can use actual italics and not an 

underline to indicate italics. (This is not common submission 

procedure, but it's far easier for me since I can cut and paste to my 

wysiwyg web page editor.)   

Do not use an underline for emphasis.  Underline on websites 

indicates a link, and people often send emails to say the link is not 

working.  Use italics or bold.   

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion:  

http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s and publishers for all books mentioned or 

reviewed.  Do this by adding the title, author, publisher  and ISBN# 

at the bottom of the file.  The same is true for articles -- be certain 
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to cite them.   

An additional note to Word users: You should turn off the 'smart 

quotes' option in Word which can be found under Tools-AutoCorrect 

and then the tabs AutoFormat while you type AND Autoformat.  

Also uncheck the symbol replacement for --.  While Smart Quotes 

look really neat on the screen, they sometimes translate to funny 

little squares that cannot be taken out with the 'find-replace' 

feature, but have to be hunted down by hand.  If you are 

submitting anything electronically, you will very likely hear back 

from the editor on these.  And remember -- a lot of print publishers 

are now asking for electronic copy for their end as well. 

We've been receiving very good articles, and I hope that all of you 

look at the list of upcoming issues at the bottom of this page  and 

choose something you feel comfortable with writing about.  

We are also still looking for general genre-related articles.  If you 

would like to write an article on how to research romantic settings, 

the proper use of codes in spy thrillers, etc., let us know.  The 

genres we like to cover in each issue are:   

* Fantasy  
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* Horror  

* Poetry  

* Romance   

* Science Fiction  

* Suspense & Mystery  

* Young Adult & Children  

* Young Writer's Scene 

And we are always interested in articles about the act and art of 

writing. 

Upcoming Themes for Vision in 2003: 

For the coming year we are going to go through the steps in 

creating a story. These steps should apply to both short 

stories and novels.  

Please remember that these cover only the theme section of 

the issue.  The editors at Vision are always looking for 

material on all aspects of writing, including how writer's live 

and work, as well as material on writing for specific genres.  

November/December -- Submissions and Rejections 

(Deadline, October 1, 2003) 
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• Preparing cover letters, queries, short story submissions 

-- and what to do when you get those inevitable rejections. 

  

Thank you!  

Lazette Gifford 

Managing Editor 

Questions?  Queries?  Submissions?  Email me! 

 

mailto:vision@lazette.net
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